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ABSTRACT

A semi-empirical model for determining Knock Occurrence Crank Angle (KOCA) in a
Cooperative Fuel Research (CFR) engine was developed. The model is based on the
Integral Model approach and experimental data collected in a factorial 23 with axial and
central runs experiment. Mixtures of CH4/H2 were employed as fuel. The model was
accurate enough to predict KOCA with a maximum and minimum error of just 3.6 and 0.9
degrees in crank angle respectively.
To study the auto-ignition chemistry and its relationship with the knock resistance of
gaseous fuels, the Methane Number of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures were measured through a
method analogous to the standard method for Octane Number measurement. A correlation
for estimating Methane Number as a function of fuel compositions was proposed. The
proposed correlation is a good tool for estimating the Methane Number of fuels with high
concentration of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Relationship between
Methane Number, KOCA, Laminar Flame Speed (SL) and combustion parameters were
examined.
A comprehensive evaluation of the accuracy of a detailed chemical kinetics mechanism for
predicting KOCA in a CFR engine was carried out. The spark ignition engine model of
Chemkin Pro® software coupled with Gri-Mech. 3.0 chemical kinetics mechanism was
used to model auto-ignition A set of equations for calculating residual gas fraction (
inlet valve close gas temperature (

and residual gas temperature

,

were proposed.

Moreover, a technique for estimating combustion parameters from the indicator diagram
was developed. Polytropic coefficients, Combustion Duration (CD), Ignition Delay (ID)
and Start of Combustion (SOC) are estimated by using this methodology. Results reveal
that accuracy of the mechanism used for estimating KOCA decreases as compression ratio
decreases. This result is consistent with the lack of accuracy of the mechanism for
predicting ignition delay time of gaseous fuel at low temperature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 BACKGROUND

Auto-ignition modeling of fuels in Spark Ignited (SI) Internal Combustion Engine (ICE)
can be categorized into two groups: zero-dimensional and multi-dimensional auto-ignition
models as shown in Figure 1-1. Zero-dimensional models are further sub-divided into:
integral model, single zone, two-zone and multi-zone auto-ignition models. These models
are zero-dimensional because they do not involve any consideration of the flow field
dimensions; therefore, time is the only independent variable. The Integral model was one of
the most used approaches for auto-ignition modeling. It is based on Knock Occurrence
Crank Angle (KOCA) and in-cylinder pressure measurements for determining ignition
delay time functions. These functions can be determined for different fuels by using ICE as
a reactor.
In the single zone, two-zone and multi-zone auto-ignition models, the working fluid in the
engine is divided into different control volumes, which are assumed to be thermodynamic
systems. These systems undergo energy and/or mass exchange with the surroundings. The
energy released during combustion process is calculated by applying the first law of
thermodynamic.

1

Figure 1-1 Classification of auto-ignition models found in the literature.

In two-zone models, the working fluid is divided into two thermodynamic systems: burned
and unburned zones. The end gas properties are equal to the homogeneous unburned gas
properties where low temperature unburned gas oxidation takes place. For low temperature
gas oxidation and combustion analysis, detailed chemical kinetics mechanisms are used.
According to the literature review, two-zone auto-ignition models are the most used zerodimensional models. Its low computational cost and flexibility for studying engine
emissions, chemical species interactions and thermal engine performance are the main
reasons.
Multi-dimensional auto-ignition models involve spatial auto-ignition analysis, where flow
turbulence, ignition development, flame-wall interactions, heat transfer and emissions
modeling are considered. The implementation of these sub-models and the grid used in the
CFD codes reduces its capacity for considering detailed chemical kinetics mechanism. To
2

overcome this issue, single step or reduced chemical kinetics mechanisms are considered
both liquid and gaseous fuels combustion modeling. To improve auto-ignition models
accuracy, the integral model approach has been coupled with two-zone and multidimensional engine codes. This strategy has been successfully implemented both
hydrocarbons fuels and natural gas auto-ignition predictions.
In the next section, a detailed review of the most important auto-ignition models is
described.

1.1.1 Zero-dimensional auto-ignition models. As mentioned above empirical integral
approach and two- zone model are the most used zero-dimensional auto-ignition models.
The first approach was proposed by Livengood and Wu (1955) who considered a
hypothetic zero-dimensional reactor where a global reaction occurs. This approach
establishes that auto-ignition takes place when intermediate species achieve a critical value
in the combustion chamber. Equation 1-1 relates auto-ignition timing of fuels with an
ignition delay time function (

), which depends on the unburned gas pressure and

temperature. The parameters

,

and

are the reference timing, auto-ignition

timing in crank angle degree and critical specie concentration respectively.

Eq. 1-1

The Four Octane Number Method was proposed by Douaud and Eyzat (1978) where SI
engines are used as a reactor for determining ignition delay time functions. This method
was employed for determining anti-knock properties of commercial fuels and Primary
Reference Fuels (PRF) ranging from 80 to 100 Octane Number (ON). The method is based
on in-cylinder pressure, KOCA, and unburned gas temperature deduced from
thermodynamics relations or zero-dimensional engine models. Constants of ignition delay
time function are generally used as tuning parameters for fitting numerical estimations with
experimental data. Several ignition delay time functions have been determined by using this
methodology for conventional fuels and different engine designs.

Wayne, Clark and
3

Atkinson (1998) developed a correlation for 89 and 94 ON gasoline and Elmqvist et
al.(2003) for 95 Research Octane Number (RON) fuel, including in its analysis engine
speed and equivalence ratio effects. Recently Song and Song (2016) employed a modified
integral model for knock predictions of iso-octane and n-heptane mixtures.
Few works on the development of auto-ignition integral model for gaseous fuels have been
published. An auto-ignition integral model for natural gas/propane mixture was developed
by Soylu and Van Gerpen (2003) in a six in line, 112 kW turbocharged engine . This work
considers up to 15% of propane in mixtures with natural gas, and evaluates ignition timing
and equivalence ratio effects. The method employed is based on the Douaud and Eyzat
(1978) methodology. Mixtures of gasoline and propane were tested by Beccari, S. et
al.(2016) in a Dresser Wuakesha CFR (Cooperative Fuel Research) engine for calibrating
two knock onset models: the Knock Integral Model and the Ignition Delay Model. Their
results showed that the calibrated models were accurate enough to predict knocking
occurrence phenomena, with a maximum error of just 4 degrees in crank angle. Table 1.1
shows a summary of the most important correlations developed for gasoline, PRF and
Natural Gas. For more correlations, refer to (Chen, Li, Yin, and Zheng, 2014).
The hypothesis of a global reaction for predicting auto-ignition phenomenon has been
demonstrated to be a good approach. Integral model is attractive because it is simple and
requires a low computational cost for implementation. However, kinetics of pre-reactions
even for pure hydrocarbons such as ethane and methane are complex. In this sense, a global
reaction is not suitable for explaining actual phenomena that involve thousands of
elementary reactions and critical intermediate species. To solve this issue, zero-dimensional
engine models coupled with detailed chemical kinetics mechanism have been proposed to
predict auto-ignition of fuels. These approaches are classified as single zone, two- zone and
multi- zone models. An important contribution was made by Karim and Gao (1992), who
developed a knock model that combine chemical reactions of methane air gas mixture
during compression and combustion phase with engine operating conditions. This model
considers a comprehensive reaction scheme of 105 elementary reactions with 31 species,
which was coupled with a two-zone engine model. Kinetics and thermodynamic properties

4

Table 1-1 Summary of the most important integral models reported in the literature

Model

Fuel

Where

Where
∅

Reference

80<ON<100

(Douaud and Eyzat,
1978)

89 and 94 ON

(Wayne et al., 1998)

95 RON

(Elmqvist et al., 2003a)

PRF 87

(Shao and Rutland,
2014)

96 RON

(Ganestam, 2010)

Natural
gas/Propane

(Soylu and Van Gerpen,
2003)

Natural
gas/Gasoline
Engine:
Turbocharged

(Rostampour and Toosi,
2015)

Gasoline

(Pipitone, Beccari, and
Genchi, 2015)

Propane

(Pipitone et al., 2015)

Gasoline

(Chen, L., Li, T., Yin, T.,
& Zheng, B. 2014)

Gasoline
with
EGR
ranging
(Chen et al., 2014)
from 0 to 11%
Nomenclature. : ignition delay time (ms); ∅ equivalence ratio; PR: natural gas/propane ratio ; : unburned
gas pressure (kPa) ; : unburned gas temperature (K) ; : engine speed (rpm) ; EGR: exhaust gas recirculation.

estimations by using chemical reactions are used for defining a knock criterion and
therefore a limit knock region in the engine. Although KOCA was measured
experimentally at different engine operating conditions, there was no evidence that KOCA
5

was determined with accuracy. Similar methodology was carried out by Trijselaar (2012)
who estimated knock onset region in a 150 kW four stroke Natural Gas engine. In this
work, kinetics of pre-reactions and combustion phase were modeled by considering GriMech 3.0 as reference mechanism. The accuracy of mechanism on KOCA estimation was
not evaluated.
Auto-ignition studies of hydrocarbons fuels have been carried out recently. An interesting
study on low temperature oxidation of PRF by using chemical reactions was performed by
Kitada et al.,(2015). This research employed a simplified gasoline PRF chemical reaction
compound of 38 elementary reactions and 37 chemical species. Experimental data and
simulations done in Chemkin Pro® software were employed to validate the estimations.
Results showed a good agreement between the predictions and experimental data.
Accuracy of chemical reactions for estimating KOCA have been tested for gaseous and
liquid hydrocarbons fuels. LPG auto-ignition timing (called KOCA in this chapter) has
been measured experimentally and modeled by using a comprehensive chemical kinetic
mechanism for C1-C4 hydrocarbons fuels and a two- zone engine model (Morganti et al.,
2015). In this research, twelve C3/C4 mixtures were tested in a CFR engine. KOCA
estimations improve when addition of Nitric Oxide (NO) was considered in the residual
gas. For fuels composed primarily of paraffin the estimations of KOCA occur 1-3 crank
angle degree more prematurely when NO concentration is considered. The accuracy in the
results obtained was variable, depending on the composition of the tested fuel. The same
methodology was employed by Chen et al.(2016) who considers as fuel Pentane isomers
(n-neo-and iso- Pentane). The tests were carried out in a CFR engine and simulations used
the C5 mechanism from the National University of Ireland–Galway (NUI- Galway) and the
gasoline mechanism from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). These
mechanisms were coupled with a two-zone engine model, which was implemented in
MATLAB ®. Chemical kinetics simulations were done by using CANTERA code. The
results obtained showed low accuracy in the estimations being more evident in the autoignition estimations of iso-pentane. The importance of these researches is the study of the
accuracy in the prediction of auto-ignition timing by using detailed chemical kinetics
mechanism.
6

An important step to evaluate the actual effect of the accuracy of chemical kinetic
mechanisms on the auto-ignition modeling was performed by Gersen et al. (2016). In this
research, auto-ignition simulation for Liquefied Natural Gas, Natural Gas and H2/CO
mixtures was performed using the NUI 2010 mechanism. Through a two-zone engine
model was found that an increment of the fresh unburned temperature was required for
induce numerical auto-ignition. This methodology was required to fit numerical KOCA
estimations with experimental values.

1.1.2. Multi-dimensional auto-ignition models. Multi-dimensional models have been
proposed as auto-ignition occurrence is a spatial and time dependent combustion process.
Multi-dimensional approaches can consider the fuel spray, turbulence, mixture formation,
chemical kinetic and emissions formation, but they have the disadvantage of high
computational cost. However, the work developed by Yavuz, Celik, and McMillian (2001)
considers a detailed chemical kinetics mechanism for modeling multi-dimensional autoignition of natural gas. A detailed di-methyl ether chemistry with the methane submechanism with 135 elementary reaction and 33 species was used. Two interesting points
were examined in this research: the effect of initial unburned gas temperature on autoignition and the frequency of pressure fluctuations due to auto-ignition. Similar to the
method used by Gersen et al. (2016) with a zero-dimensional model, the initial temperature
was increased to promote fuel auto-ignition. The initial temperature was increased from
273 K to 350 K and 400 K, revealing the lack of accuracy of the mechanism used. The
advantage of multi-dimensional auto-ignition simulation is the ability to replicate the
characteristics auto-ignition frequency, which is close to 6 kHz. This research reported a
characteristic frequency ranging from 5 to 14 kHz. It was observed that although knocking
was detected, the accuracy with respect to the experimental auto-ignition timing was not
evaluated.
The lack of accuracy of a single step reaction for auto-ignition timing estimation was
evidenced in the work developed by Soylu and Van Gerpen (2003), who modeled Natural
Gas auto-ignition by using KIVA 3V® code. The simplified combustion model used is a
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single step oxidation model that converts fuel and oxygen to carbon dioxide and water. The
pre-exponential factor of the reaction was used as tuning constant so that the deviation
between the simulated and measured cylinder pressure trace is a minimum. Also the preexponential factor was arbitrarily multiplied by 100 after knock takes place so that the
burning rate can be increased as the burning rate of auto-ignition. Deviation of the peak
pressure of 20 % with respect to experimental pressure trace was observed by using natural
gas as fuel and an equivalence ratio of 0.82. An interesting tool for improving the accuracy
of zero-dimensional and multi-dimensional auto-ignition models was developed in this
research. An integral model approach was obtained from experimental measurements and
coupled to the zero and multi-dimensional engine models. Although KOCA predictions
were accurate for the zero-dimensional model, the estimations with multi-dimensional
model deviate with respect to experimental measurements.
Rostampour and Toosi (2015) implemented the methodology proposed by Soylu and Van
Gerpen(2003) for improving the gasoline auto-ignition timing estimation in a multidimensional auto-ignition model. The integral model optimized for turbocharged conditions
is calculated for all the cells of the grid. When the value of the integral model reaches 1, it
is assumed that the cell ignites and the code starts to solve the main combustion reactions in
that cell. The appearance of experimental pressure fluctuations and second flame front in
the multi-dimensional auto-ignition model are used to identify the experimental and
computational auto-ignition point respectively. Authors reported a deviation of 2 crank
angle degrees between the experimental and estimated auto-ignition point. It was
demonstrated that the modified KIVA-3V® code and the integral knock model can predict
auto-ignition phenomenon accurately, although the knock fluctuations cannot be modeled
with this approach.
Based on the ERC-PRF reduced mechanism compound of 132 elementary reactions and 47
species, Shao and Rutland (2014) used the integral model approach with a multidimensional auto-ignition model to predict gasoline auto-ignition timing. MultiDimensional-Integral model performance was compared with a new knock criterion based
on chemical kinetics. The mole fraction of HO2 was proposed as knock criterion for knock
onset detection in the engine simulation. This research corroborates the assumption that
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auto-ignition takes place when some auto-ignition initiator species achieve a critical
concentration, previously established by Livengood and Wu in 1953. It is important to
point out that the knock criterion was not validated with other chemical kinetics
mechanism. Also, experimental auto-ignition timing were not reported and compared with
the estimated auto-ignition timing.
A generalized research octane number (GRON) model was proposed by Wang et al. (2017)
for predicting auto-ignition timing of gasoline with different octane numbers. The model
consists of a reduced chemical mechanism that includes 21 elementary reactions and 22
species. The model was coupled with a multi-dimensional engine model to study the
gasoline auto-ignition. The mechanism developed could predict normal combustion and
knocking conditions similar than the experimental measurements for 100 and 90 PRF.
These results show that auto-ignition hydrocarbon chemistry has been widely studied,
which contrasts with the little knowledge on the auto-ignition chemistry of gaseous fuels
such as Natural gas, Biogas, Syngas etc.
It was evidenced from literature, that auto-ignition simulation of gaseous fuels cannot be
performed with accuracy by using single step, reduced or detailed chemical kinetic
mechanisms. The auto-ignition studies of gaseous fuels have been focused in their knock
resistance and MN measurements rather than auto-ignition timing prediction. Some
examples of these researches are the work developed by Callahan et al. (1996) and Ryan,
Callahan, and King, (1993) for natural gas. For hydrogen and gaseous Hydrocarbons fuels
the work developed by Tanaka et al., (2016); for methane, hydrogen and carbon monoxide
mixtures the work developed by Attar and Karim (2003) and Rodrigues and Shrestha
(2006); for Producer gas the research developed by Arunachalam and Olsen (2012) and
Wise (2007); for Propane Biogas mixtures the research developed by Montoya, Amell, and
Olsen, (2016).
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1.2.

MOTIVATION

The production of alternative gaseous fuels from coal, biomass and different organic wastes
has gained importance due to the increase of the natural gas price, to the desire of less
dependency on fossil fuels, and to the priority of reducing greenhouse gasses emissions.
Colombia has about 6700 million of tons of coal, the biggest reserve of South America.
Also, it is estimated that in agri-chain around 40 % of biomass is left in the forest, and the
remaining 40 % is leaved in the sawmill industry as chips, bark and sawdust. Residual
biomass of sawdust, rice and coffee are abundant due to the extensive agricultural
exploitation of rice and coffee (Vélez, et al., 2009). For these reasons, the alternative fuels
production and its use as fuel in ICE for power generation has great relevance and national
interest.
Table 1-1 shows three commercial gas engines and the service MN of some reference fuels.
The engines considered are the Detroit Diesel S50GTK gas engine (SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY, 2009), the John Deere 6081HFN04 gas engine (McCaw,
2006) and the Cummins QSV91 gas engine. The service MN of the alternative fuels were
measured experimentally and the service MN of the natural gas were estimated by means of
AVL ® software. When these commercial gas engines are fueled with low MN gaseous
fuels, the undesired auto-ignition of the fuel appears. For example, if the Cummins QSV91
gas engine is fueled with gas from coal gasification, the auto-ignition of the fuel will cause
damages to the engine. If this fuel is used for John Deere and Detroit Diesel engines, autoignition will appear as well. To decrease the MN Required (MNR) of the engine, it is
necessary to modify the nominal engine operating conditions. These modifications involve
change in the engine efficiency and output power that must be studied.
For engine design and engine efficiency improvement, the use of accurate models for
predicting fuel auto-ignition is important. ICE model has been calibrated for studying
engine performance under normal combustion; however when abnormal combustion
appears, engine model cannot predict this phenomenon.
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Table 1-2. Comparative between service MN of gaseous fuels and MNR of commercial gas engines

References

Malenshek and
Olsen (2009)

UPME (2014)

Fuel

MN

MNR=75
John Deere
Detroit Diesel
6081HFN04 gas
S50G TK engine.
engine. Output
Output Power:
power:186-208
186-208 kW
kW

Reformed NG

62.4

A

A

Coal Gas

30.0

A

A

Wood Gas

61.5

A

A

Digester Gas

139.1

Land fill Gas

139.6

NG Ariana *

97.2

NG Guepaje*

95.5

NG Ballena*

98.2

NG Creciente*

95.7

NG Cusiana*

67.5

A

A

MNR=52
Cummins
QSV91 gas
engine. Output
power: 1540 kW

A

Nomenclature. A: fuel auto-ignite. NG : Natural Gas
* The name that appears, correspond to the gas production fields’s name.

Because the auto-ignition is a thermochemical phenomenon, detailed chemical kinetics
mechanisms must be used, which are the main source of the lack of accuracy of the zero
and multi-dimensional models. The relationships between ignition delay time (τ), fuel
auto-ignition, engine operating conditions and their kinetic implications are difficult to
study experimentally. The use of computational tools and experimental measurements are
required for improving the understanding of auto-ignition phenomenon of alternative
gaseous fuels.

1.3.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The use of alternative gaseous fuels with different MN in ICE has two problems: a) the
removal of solid impurities from the thermochemical process that produces the fuel
(Vargas, 2012), and b) the high auto-ignition tendency of these fuels, which decreases the
efficiency and causes severe damage to the engine. Auto-ignition is an abnormal
combustion phenomenon caused by the increment in the concentration of intermediate
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species such as HO2, H2O2, H, OH, O during compression stage in the engine (Hernandez
et al., 2006). The production of these species depends both on unburned gas pressure and
temperature (therefore, of the engine operating conditions) and on the MN of the fuel. The
lower MN is, the higher auto-ignition tendency is (Leiker et al., 1972). According to
measurements done by Malenshek and Olsen (2009) the MN of alternative gaseous fuels
(syngas, producer gas) can change from 25 to 60 depending on the fuel composition.
Moliere (2002) mentions that in the coal gasification process, hydrogen percentage can
vary between 5 and 50% in the syngas, which modifies the MN of the fuel produced
(Cavaliere, 2010). The variability of the MN of these fuels and their high auto-ignition
tendency require that the auto-ignition prediction must be considered in ICE models.
Because the auto-ignition is a thermochemical phenomenon, the detailed chemical kinetics
mechanisms play an important role on the auto-ignition modeling process. However, the
use of chemical kinetics mechanisms is limited by their lack of accuracy for modeling low
temperature oxidation of gaseous fuels. These lack of accuracy were examined by Petersen
(2007) who estimated the ignition delay time of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures by using five kinetics
models. A similar trend was observed when three new kinetics models were evaluated in
this thesis. The kinetics models were: the Marinov model (Marinov et al., 1998), the GriMech 3.0 model (Smith et al.,1999), and the AramcoMech model (Metcalfe et al.,2013).
Figure 1-2 shows the strong deviations between the ignition delay times estimated and the
experimental ignition delay times for temperatures ranging from 600 K to 900 K. The lack
of accuracy observed is similar to that observed by Petersen (2007) for the same reference
mixtures. Based on the analysis performed previously is concluded that chemical kinetics
mechanisms developed so far cannot predict with accuracy ignition delay times of gaseous
fuels at low temperature; therefore, the detailed kinetics models coupled with ICE models
are not suitable for estimating auto-ignition points (KOCA) with accuracy. This
demonstrates that auto-ignition chemistry is more complex than flame chemistry (Williams
and Li, 2000).
Some authors have established methods for improving auto-ignition point predictions.
Increasing the Nitric Oxide (NO) concentration in the residual gases, increasing the
unburned gas temperature at IVC timing and coupling integral models to zero and multi12

dimensional engine models are some techniques used for this purpose. However, an
accurate auto-ignition model must be able to predict KOCA and knock intensity with
accuracy without adjusting fuel-air mixture properties and residual gas composition
(Gersen et al., 2016). These approaches do not represent actual measurements in the engine
and are used to compensate the lack of accuracy of the kinetics models. The efforts must be
focused on the study of ignition delay time and auto-ignition chemistry for developing
accurate two- zone and multi-dimensional auto-ignition models. In this regard, Cavaliere et
al.(2010) proposed an enhanced San Diego chemical kinetic model for ignition delay times
estimations of

H2/CO2/CO/O2/N2 mixtures. Through a sensitivity analysis was

demonstrated that the chain branching reaction 2OH(+M)=H2O2(+M) and the chain
propagating reaction H+H2O2=HO2+H2 are dominant in the prediction of ignition delay
times.
1E+07
UTRC (Peschke & Spadaccini,1985 Fuel N°2)

1E+06

Shock tube (E.L. Petersen et al.,2007)
Flow Reactor (E.L. Petersen et al.,2007)

Ignition delay time (ms)

1E+05

Rapid Compression Machine (Walton et al.,2007)
Model,(Marinov et al,1998)

1E+04

Model, Gri-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al.,1999)
Model, (Li et,2007 )

1E+03

Model, AramcoMech 1.3( Metcalfe et al., 2013)
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Figure 1-2 Ignition delay time obtained experimentally and predicted by different mechanism reported in the
technical literature. UCI flow reactor data were normalized P-1 to compare with the new shock tube and UTRC
data ( Petersen et al., 2007). Fuel: mixtures of CO/CO2/H2. Fuel Nº2: 38.6%H2 /10.3%CO2 /51.1% CO.
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Improvement in the predictions was obtained by splitting these reactions in forward and
backward reactions. The rate constants of these reactions were modified for improving the
accuracy of the kinetic model. Although this thesis used a chemical kinetics model different
from those used by Petersen et al. (2007), similar results were observed. Figure 1-3 shows
the improvements achieved with this modification over a wide range of temperature. In this
thesis, this modification is called Modification III; the other alternatives were tested and are
examined in detail in Chapter 2.
According to the literature reviewed, the performance of the modified kinetic model for
modeling auto-ignition of gaseous fuels in ICE has not been examined yet. The strong
relationship between ignition delay time and auto-ignition previously studied by Livengood
and Wu in 1955 lead to the following research question: Can a detailed chemical kinetic
model optimized for low temperature ignition delay time estimations improves the accuracy
of a two-zone auto-ignition model for predicting auto-ignition points of gaseous fuels in an
ICE?

1E+07

Experimental data
Model (Smith et al.,1999)
Model, Modification I
Model, Modification II
Model,Modification III
Model, Modification IV

1E+06

Ignition delay time (ms)

1E+05
1E+04
1E+03
1E+02
1E+01
1E+00
9

11

13

15

1E-01
1E-02

10000 K/T

Figure 1-3 Comparative of the improvement of accuracy obtained with modifications I, II, III and IV. The
estimations are based on GrimMech 3.0 kinetic model.
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The modifications of the rate constants of the key elementary reactions influence the
KOCA values; therefore the kinetic mechanism can be adjusted for fitting numerical with
experimental KOCA. Accurate unburned gas temperature and residual gas fraction must be
estimated to reduce the uncertainties in the KOCA predictions. This is accomplished by
estimating actual IVC and residual gas temperature in the engine cylinder. The previous
approaches correspond to the research hypothesis of this thesis.

1.4.

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF THE THESIS

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a model to predict the auto-ignition in a
spark ignition internal combustion engine fueled with gaseous fuels with variable MN. The
specific objectives that must be accomplished are:
 To determine computationally the impact of the main elementary reactions
and intermediate chemical species of a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism
on ignition delay time and auto-ignition in a spark ignition internal
combustion engine.
 To measure the MN of the reference fuels and the cycle by cycle Knock
Occurrence Crank Angle (KOCA) at different engine operating conditions.
 To validate experimentally the model developed under different engine
operating conditions.
The scopes of this thesis are described as follow:
The conclusions derived from the experiments developed in this thesis apply for stationary
gas engines due to output power was considered constant during the tests. Output power of
the engine is a critical factor that influences significantly KOCA. Its interaction and effect
were omitted because of the technical restrictions of the MN measurement methodology
and CFR engine configuration.
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Commercial engines have defined a spark timing, which gives maximum brake torque
(MBT), brake power and minimum brake specific fuel consumption at a fixed speed, gas
composition and flow rate (Heywood, 1988). The performance of new engine designs,
alternative fuels and their emissions are evaluated by using MBT timing as reference
engine operating conditions. However, for evaluating the relationship between engine
operating conditions, combustion parameters and auto-ignition, the ignition timing must be
changed depending on the design of experiment used. The levels of ignition timing are
chosen in order to facilitate the reading of KOCA from the in-cylinder pressure trace. For
these reasons MBT is not used as reference engine operating condition.
The fuels tested are mixtures of CO/CO2/H2/CH4. These species were selected due to the
following reasons: 1) some of them are the main components of alternative gaseous fuels
such as syngas, biogas and producer gas, etc; 2) there are few experimental data of ignition
delay time of gaseous fuels at low temperature reported in the literature. These data were
reported for mixtures of CO/CO2/H2 by Peschke and Spadaccini in 1985 and for natural gas
by de Vries in 2005. The KOCA values measured for these fuels are strongly related with
these experimental data and thermodynamic conditions of the air fuel mixture in the engine.
Levels of emissions of NOx (nitric oxide, NO, and nitrogen dioxide, NO2), carbon
monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons (HC) and particulates were not measured because of the
unavailability of the apparatus required.
Although auto-ignition is a multi-dimensional combustion phenomenon, this thesis
considers a two-zone auto-ignition model. The use of multi-dimensional models requires
high computational capacity to solve hundreds or thousands of differential equations that
describe the low temperature oxidation process in the engine. These equations must be
solved into each cell of the grid defined previously. Considering that this capacity is
limited, single step or reduced chemical kinetics mechanisms must be used. Because the
auto-ignition chemistry has been not fully understood, single step or reduced kinetic models
are not able to explain auto-ignition phenomenon with accuracy. Two- zones auto-ignition
model is a good alternative for studying auto-ignition by using detailed chemical kinetics
mechanism coupled with a two-zone engine model. This approach is suitable due to auto16

ignition is assumed to be a time dependent phenomenon where the spatial components are
not considered.

1.5.

THESIS ORGANIZATION AND METHODOLOGY

In this section a description of the thesis organization and the methodology employed for
accomplishing the objectives were carried out. Figure 1-4 shows in detail the relationship
between the methodology and the six Chapters of the thesis. The background, the
motivation, the statement of the problem and the objectives of this research were described
in Chapter 1.

Also, this section described the scopes of the research and the thesis

organization for a better understanding of the document.
An analysis of the performance of 4 detailed chemical kinetics mechanisms for estimating
low temperature ignition delay times of mixtures of CO/CO2/H2 and CH4/H2 was described
in Chapter 2. Modifications reported in the literature for improving ignition delay times
estimations were evaluated by considering its effects on the laminar flame speed and the
Rate of Production (ROP) estimations of key radical species. The numerical estimations
were carried out by using the AURORA and PREMIX codes of Chemkin Pro ® software.
A comprehensive analysis for improving the understanding of auto-ignition phenomenon of
fuels with variable MN in spark ignited ICE was carried out in Chapter 3. An Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) for evaluating the effect of the Individual Knock Intensity (Ki) on
KOCA at different engine operating conditions was performed in this chapter. For MN
measurements of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures a CFR engine was employed by using a method
analogous to the standard method for octane number measurements. The KOCA at standard
engine operating conditions was estimated by using the methodology developed by Checkel
and Dale (1986). A correlation between MN, KOCA, engine operating conditions and
combustion parameters was determined. For comparative purposes, both test fuel
(CO/CO2/H2 mixtures) and reference fuels (CH4/H2 mixtures) were employed.
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Figure 1-4 Thesis organization and methodology employed

Chapter 4 describes the two-zone auto-ignition model and the second stage of the
experimental work carried out in this thesis. The observations done in Chapter 3 about the
correlations of MN and engine operating conditions were evaluated by means of two
designs of experiments. The former was a factorial design of experiment with axial and
central runs performed in order to determine the effects of MN, Equivalence ratio (Ø) and
Ignition timing (IT) on KOCA; the latter was an analysis of variance developed to examine
the influence of boost pressure on KOCA.
In another hand, the two-zone engine model coupled with the Gri-Mech 3.0 mechanism
was used for modeling auto-ignition of CH4/H2 mixtures at different engine operating
conditions. The reference mechanism used was selected after an exhaustive performance
analysis of several kinetics models carried out in Chapter 2. Numerical estimations were
developed by using the adiabatic Closed Internal Combustion Engine Simulator of
Chemkin Pro ® software.
A methodology for determining the start of combustion (SOC), the end of combustion
(EOC) and the ignition delay period (ID) was described in this chapter. A set of equations
18

were developed for estimating IVC temperature, residual gas temperature and residual gas
fraction. Moreover, an analysis was developed in order to estimate the polytropic
coefficient of the compression and expansion process in the engine cycle. The combustion
analysis ends with a heat release analysis carried out for evaluating the relationship
between Maximum Heat Release Rate (MHRR) and KOCA for CH4/H2 mixtures. Analytic
equations to estimate the unburned air fuel mixture temperature were proposed, based on
the thermodynamic analysis.
Chapter 5 describes a method to find KOCA by using the integral model approach. A
modified version of the integral model approach was used based on the Integral Mean
Value Theorem. This version was developed by using a two stages optimization tecnique.
The former was implemented to find the constants of the Arrhenious equation that belong
to the integral model approach; the latter was used to find two thermodynamic parameters that
describe the temperature and pressure path of the end gas prior to auto-ignition. These

parameters were called in this thesis as the characteristic temperature and pressure. For the
model formulation the cycle by cycle pressure trace and KOCA determined in Chapter 4 and
the model to estimate the end gas temperature were required. The thermodynamic model
for end gas temperature estimations is based on the ideal gas assumption and the
compression polytropic coefficients determined in Chapter 4.

Finally, the conclusions, future works and recommendations are drawn in Chapter 6.
Additional information can be found in the Appendices.

Appendix A describes the

standard operating procedure used for calibrating the flowmeters of the species used in the
experiments. Appendix B examines the equations used to estimate the MN uncertainty
based on the uncertainty of the flowmeters and the uncertainty caused by calibration of the
flowmeters. Appendix C shows the computational tools developed for determining cycle by
cycle KOCA, mass fraction burned (MFB) and the heat release curves. These codes
implemented in Visual Basic for Applications of Excel® were developed to reduce the time
for analyzing the data. The Matlab codes used in Chapter 5 are described in Appendix D
and the methodology employed for estimating the standard uncertainty from experimental
data is described in Appendix E.
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Chapter 2
Low temperature ignition delay time and
unstretched

laminar

flame

speed

of

CH4/H2 and CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. Kinetic
implications

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The combustion parameter linked with auto-ignition phenomenon in ICE is the ignition
delay time τ, defined as the time that spends a fuel blend to self-ignite to a specified
temperature and pressure (Livengood and Wu, 1955). According to the technical literature
reviewed, this parameter has been measured by using different fuel compositions at
medium and high temperatures (Lifshitz et al, 1971; Kalitan, 2007). However, the autoignition phenomenon within the combustion chamber takes place at low temperature (600900K) where gaseous fuels oxidation has been little studied. For this reason detailed kinetic
models cannot be used for modeling auto-ignition of gaseous fuels in ICE.
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The objective of this Chapter is to evaluate numerically the performance of different
modified chemical kinetic mechanisms for predicting the low temperature ignition delay
time of CO/CO2/H2 and CH4/H2 mixtures. Also the effects of these modifications on the
laminar flame speed and net production rate of critical intermediate species are examined.

2.2.

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

2.2.1. Ignition delay time. In the literature the definition of computational or
experimental ignition delay time varies depending on the author’s criterion. In this Chapter
the definition adopted by Hernandez et al. (2006) was used. This definition establishes that
ignition delay time of any fuel is the time where temperature in the reactor reaches the
initial temperature plus 400 ºC or K. The experimental data used as reference were
measured by using different reactors such as: shock tube reactors (Petersen et al., 2007),
flow reactor (Peschke and Spadaccini, 1985) and rapid compression machine
(Walton,2007). According to some preliminary computational measurements, the ignition
delay time of a gaseous fuel depends on the fuel composition and the initial temperature
and pressure without regarding the reactor model used. Based on the foregoing, a Close
Homogeneous Reactor model is considered. This model is assumed to be adiabatic, nearly
spatially uniform due to high diffusion rates or forced turbulent mixing. It means that the
rate of conversion of reactant to products is controlled by chemical reaction rates and not
by mixing processes. In addition, is assumed that surface reactions do not take place
(Reaction Design, 2013).

2.2.2. Laminar flame speed model. The flame speed model involves 1-D
freely propagating unconstrained flame, wherein the point of reference where equations are
solved is a fixed point on the flame. This configuration is used to determine the
characteristic flame speed of a gas mixture at different pressures and inlet temperatures.
The governing equations of energy, species, continuity, and state are solved by using
PREMIX code of Chemkin Pro® software. According to the calculations of Kerommnes et
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al., (2013) the thermal diffusions effects decrease by up to 8% for stoichiometric mixtures
and 4% at ∅=2,5 the laminar flame speed of syngas and Hydrogen. Based on the foregoing,
and the high concentration of hydrogen of the fuels studied, the thermal diffusion effects
are considered. The transport properties are calculated by considering multicomponent
option, and the initial temperature profile is estimated by using Equation 2-1 (Grupo de
Ciencia y Tecnologia del Gas y Uso Racional de Energia [GASURE], 2011).

Eq. 2-1

The adiabatic flame temperature of each test fuel was previously determined by using
EQUIL, a sub-routine of Chemkin Pro®. The constant K was fixed to 184.21 and the flame
thickness was assumed to be 0.1 cm as initial approach. To guarantee convergence in the
solution, the Chemkin Pro® convergence parameters were adjusted so that at least 1500
and 2000 grid points were used. To validate the results, the adiabatic flame temperature
determined with EQUIL, was compared with the maximum products temperature in the
simulations. If the temperature differences between these two values are less than 20 K, it
was considered that an accurate result was obtained.

2.2.3. Chemical kinetic mechanisms. Since sixties, hundreds chemical kinetic
mechanisms has been developed to model methane and hydrogen combustion in a wide
range of temperatures (da Silva and Junior, 2011). Later, in the early years of the eighty it
was proposed the first detailed mechanisms to model C1 and C2 hydrocarbons combustion
(Westbrook and Pitz, 1990). A methodology to develop comprehensive

kinetic

mechanisms for modeling combustion of gaseous fuels was proposed by Frenklach et
al.(1992). This methodology was used by Smith et al.(1999) and Hughes et al. (2001) to
develop the well-known chemical kinetic mechanisms: Gri-Mech 3.0 and Leeds. From
these kinetic models, hundred mechanisms have been developed for modeling natural gas
and syngas combustion. These mechanisms have been optimized with experimental data at
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temperature starting from 850 K as shown in Table 2-1. As previously mentioned, Petersen
et al. (2007) examined the accuracy of the first five mechanisms reported in Table 2-1 for
estimating low temperature ignition delay times of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. However, to get
more robust conclusions, three additional mechanisms were examined in this Chapter: GriMech. 3.0 (Smith et al., 1999), the Marinov mechanism (Marinov et al., 1998) and Aramco
Mech. 1.3 mechanism (Metcalfe, Burke, Ahmed, and Curran, 2013).

2.2.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM LITERATURE

The experimental ignition delay time data of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures plotted in Figure 2-1
were measured from different reactors, compositions, and initial temperature and pressure.
Peschke and Spadaccini (1985) used a Flow Reactor for determining the ignition delay
times of five fuels with different hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
concentrations. The data collected in this research have been used for studying the syngas
oxidation at low temperature. The fuel Nº 2 from this research (38.6% H2, 10.3%CO2 and
51.1%CO) was selected as reference mixture. Later, ignition delay times of this mixture
was measured by Petersen et al. (2007) by using a shock tube reactor at 20 atm and Ø=0.5.
The results obtained were similar to those obtained by Peschke and Spadaccini in 1985. In
the same research, ignition delay time of a fuel blend of 50% H2 and 50% CO were
measured with a flow reactor at 5 atm, and low temperature range. Finally, Walton et
al.(2007) determined the ignition delay of a set of lean H2/CO mixtures at 880-930 K by
using a rapid compression machine at 10 atm. Actual initial pressure and equivalence ratio
were considered in the simulations. Trend line was not considered to verify the variability
and the actual trend of the estimations as shown in Figure 2-1.
Ignition delay time measurements of CH4, C2H6, C3H8, C4H10, and C5H12 mixtures were
carried out in a high-pressure shock tube reactor by de Vries (2005).
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Table 2-1 Summary of the most important chemical kinetic mechanisms developed to date for modeling etanol, natural gas and syngas combustion

Name
RAMEC
Mechanism

Nº elementary
reactions

Nº
species

190

38

10401500

T (K)

Davis Mechanism

30

14

8802625

San
Diego
Mechanism

235

46

Above
1000

Sun Mechanism

33

16

Above
900

Li Mechanism

84

18

850-950

325

53

10002500

Marinov
Mechanism

383

57

Above
1250

Aramco
Mechanism

1543

253

10502500

Gri-Mech.
Mechanism

3.0

P

Observations

References

40-260
atm

Based on the GRI-Mech. 1.2 mechanism, with
additional important reactions in methane
oxidation at lower temperature

(Petersen, Davidson,
and Hanson, 1999)

1-64 atm

Allows to model combustion of fuel blends of
Hydrogen, Carbon monoxide, Water, Nitrogen
and Argon.

(Davis, Joshi, Wang,
and Egolfopoulos,
2005)

Below
100 bar
Allows to model laminar flame speed, counterBelow 40
flow ignition temperatures and species reaction
atm
profiles
1.5-6
It was optimized to model natural gas and
bares
syngas oxidations.
It is an optimized mechanism used to model
10 Torrthe combustion of natural gas (Methane),
10 atm
including the NO formation.
0.8- 2.2
Developed to model ethanol oxidation
atm
Developed to model oxidation of C1-C2 base
1-260 atm hydrocarbons in a wide range of pressure and
temperature

(Saxena, 2007)
(Sun, Yang, Jomaas,
and Law, 2007)
(Li et al., 2007)
(Smith et al., 1999)
(Marinov,1999)
(Metalcafe, 2013)
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Figure 2-1 Ignition delay times obtained experimentally and predicted by using different mechanisms
reported in the technical literature. UCI flow reactor data were normalized P-1 to compare with the new shock
tube and UTRC data ( Petersen et al., 2007).
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Figure 2-2 Ignition delay times of NG and CH4/H2 mixtures obtained experimentally and predicted by using
Gri-Mech. 3.0 mechanism
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These data were taken at intermediate temperature and pressure ranging from 8 to 20
atm. Additional data from the research developed by Huang et al. (2006) were
considered who measured the ignition delay times of two stoichiometric
methane/hydrogen/air mixtures in a shock tube facility at pressure ranging from 16 to
40 atm and temperature ranging from 1000 to 1300 K. The former composition used is
15% H2 and 75% CH4 and the latter is 35% H2 with 65% CH4. Figure 2-2 shows the
experimental data reported and the estimations done by using a Close Homogeneous
Reactor model coupled with Gri-Mech. 3.0 mechanism. It is observed that natural gas
(NG) estimations deviate from the experimental data at low temperature even though an
optimized mechanism for natural gas combustion modeling is used. This trend is similar
to the trend observed in Figure 2-1 for CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. This interesting result
reveals that auto-ignition chemistry at low temperature is complex and it is not
dependent on the high molecular hydrogen concentration in the fuels.

2.3.

SENSITIVITY

ANALYSIS

FOR

CH 4 /H 2

AND

CO/CO 2 /H 2

IGNITION DELAY TIME

A sensitivity analysis for highlighting the dominant elementary reactions that influence
the ignition delay time chemistry of CH4/H2 and CO/CO2/H2 mixtures was carried out in
this section. The analysis was performed by considering pressure ranging between 15
and 25 bar and temperature ranging between 750K and 770K. The normalized
sensitivity coefficient was calculated with Equation 2-2 (Kéromnes et al., 2013):

Eq. 2-2

where

and

are the calculated ignition delay time with the elementary reaction

acentric coefficient increased and decreased a factor of two respectively. This analysis
was performed by assuming an adiabatic close homogeneous reactor model and GriMech 3.0 as the reference mechanism. Figure 2-3 shows the sensitivity analysis
developed for CO/CO2/H2, CH4/H2 and CH4/air mixtures.
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For evaluating the low temperature chemistry of CO/CO2/H2 ignition a fuel blend of
51.1%CO/ 10.3%CO2/ 38.6% H2 was considered at Ø=0.59, 769 K, and 14.5 atm. The
initial conditions and the composition correspond to the actual conditions used by
Peschke and Spadaccini in 1985. The chemistry is based on the generation of reactive
radical species from hydroperoxyl radical (HO2). From a pool of HO2 radicals H2O2
species is produced through the chain propagating reaction 2HO2O2+H2O. Later, the
chain branching reaction 2OH(+M) H2O2(+M) consumes H2O2 and releases OH
radicals. Because the high concentration of carbon monoxide in the test fuel, the chain
propagating reaction CO+HO2CO2+OH plays an important role in the ignition;
however it has been demonstrated that this reaction is not sensitive to the temperature
(Chaos and Dryer, 2007).

51,1%CO 10,3%CO2 38,6%H2

50%CH4 50%H2

100%CH4

H+O2=O+OH
CO+HO2=CO2+OH
2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
HO2+CH3<=>O2+CH4
CH3+CH2O<=>HCO+CH4
2CH3(+M)<=>C2H6(+M)
H+CH4<=>CH3+H2
CH3+O2<=>O+CH3O
CH3+O2<=>OH+CH2O
O2+CH2O<=>HO2+HCO
HO2+CH2O<=>HCO+H2O2
HO2+CH3<=>OH+CH3O
CH3+H2O2<=>HO2+CH4
H+H2O2<=>HO2+H2
2OH(+M)<=>H2O2(+M)
-2.5

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

1.5

2.5

Figure 2-3 Sensitivity analysis for ignition delay times of CH4 /air , CH4/H2 and / H2/CO/CO2 mixtures
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The low temperature chemistry of CH4/H2 mixtures is governed by the hydrogen submechanism. According to the sensitivity analysis, the production of the reactive radical
OH follows the same path described for the CO/CO2/H2 ignition chemistry. However,
additional H2O2 is produced through the reaction 2HO2O2+H2O2, which is not
sensitive for the CO/CO2/H2 ignition chemistry. Because the concentration of methane
in the mixture, the chain propagating reaction CH3+H2O2HO2+CH4 plays an
important role for producing H2O2 later used by the reaction 2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) to
release OH. The sensitivity analysis was developed by considering a stoichiometric
mixture of 50%H2 50%CH4 at 750 K and 25 bar.
In another hand, the radical OH and HO2 are two of the most important active radicals
for methane oxidation according to the sensitivity analysis developed. The radical OH is
formed mainly through the chain branching reactions HO2+CH3OH+CH3O,
2OH(+M)H2O2(+M), and the chain propagating reaction CH3+O2OH+CH2O. The
radical HO2 is formed through the reaction O2+CH2OHO2+HCO and the chain
initiation reaction HO2+CH3O2+CH4. Later, HO2 radical reacts with methyl (CH3) to
form

methoxy

(CH3O)

radical

and

hydroxyl

(OH)

through

reaction

HO2+CH3OH+CH3O. The chain terminating reaction 2CH3(+M)C2H6(+M) is an
important reaction; however is an ignition inhibiting reaction because consumes CH3
radicals that could be used by reaction HO2+CH3OH+CH3O to release OH radicals .
For this analysis, a stoichiometric CH4/ air mixture was evaluated at 750 K and 25 bar.
The sensitivity analysis reveals that the elementary reactions that explain the ignition of
the CH4/air mixtures are not the same that explain the ignition of CH4/H2 and
CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. When CH4 is mixed with H2 the reactions are almost the same
that the reactions of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. This means that the ignition chemistry of
these mixtures is dominated by the H2 sub-mechanism.

2.4.

ATTEMPTS

TO

IMPROVE

THE

LOW

TEMPERATURE

IGNITION DELAY TIME ESTIMATIONS FOR

CO/CO 2 /H 2 AND

H 2 /CH 4 MIXTURES

It is relevant to present in this section a brief discussion about the different hypothesis
that have been presented to explain the poor accuracy of the kinetic models developed
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to date. From the literature reviewed, three approaches have been proposed and are
evaluated in this chapter: gradient pressure effect, constant equilibrium modifications
and catalytic effects.

2.4.1. Pressure history. The thermodynamic state of the air fuel mixture,
located behind of the reflected wave in a shock tube reactor was taken into account by
Lieuwen et al. (2009) and Pang et al. (2009). They considered the non-uniformity of
pressure and temperature within the reactor. According to the observations carried out
by Reehal et al. (2007), the pressure and temperature gradient varies with respect to the
time. Some authors affirm that these non-idealities are caused by the incident shock
attenuation, boundary layer growth and boundary layer interactions (Lieuwen et al.
2007). Taking into account the above, the assumption that the shock tube reactor can be
modeled as a constant volume reactor with constant internal energy is not suitable. In
this chapter, a simplified version of the recommendations done by Lieuwen et al.,
(2009) was considered. A pressure gradient was included as input data in the close
homogeneous reactor model. The pressure profile in the reactor model has the form
where

is the gradient pressure and

is the time that spend the air fuel

mixture to self-ignite. It was observed that ignition delay times by considering shock
tube and constant volume reactor models have similar results. The gradient pressure
considered are 0.55 atm/ms and 1 atm/ms. These values were chosen because the
estimations agree with the experimental data available as shown in Figure 2-4. The
improvement of the predicted ignition delay time by using the mechanism developed by
Li et al. (2007) is evident. In the same way, it is possible to verify the discrepancy with
respect to the experimental data when a constant volume reactor is considered.
To evaluate the kinetic implications a sensitivity analysis was performed for ignition
delay time estimations of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. The results are compared with the
ignition delay time estimated by considering the assumption of ideal constant pressure
as shown in Figure 2-5. The gradient pressure enhances the production and the
subsequent consumption of the radical HO2 as illustrated in Figure 2-6a.
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Model (Li et al.,2207)
UTRC, Fuel Nº2( Peschke and Spadaccini,1985)
Shock Tube(E.L.Petersen et al.,2007)
Flow Reactor (E,L.Petersen et al.,2007)
Rapid Compression Machine(Walton et al.,2007)
Pressure gradient 0,55 atm/ms
Pressure gradient 1 atm/ms
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Figure 2-4 Comparative between the ignition delay times obtained experimentally and the estimated by using
the kinetic model developed by Li et al. (2007). The pressure gradient considered are 0.55 atm/ms and 1 atm /
ms. Solid line: model (Li et al.,2007)

Constant Pressure
Gradient pressure 0.55 atm/ms

2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
H+O2+N2<=>HO2+N2
O2+CO<=>O+CO2
H+O2<=>O+OH
H+H2O2<=>HO2+H2
2OH(+M)<=>H2O2(+M)
HO2+CO<=>OH+CO2

-2
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0
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2

Figure 2-5 Sensitivity analysis at 769 K and 14.6 atm. Mixture : 51.1%CO/ 10.3%CO2/ 38.6% H2
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Figure 2-6 Rate of production of critical intermediate species such as: a) HO2, b) H2O2 and c) OH. Ignition
delay time estimations at 769 K and 14.6 atm. Mixture: 51.1%CO/ 10.3%CO2/ 38.6% H2

The high concentration of this radical promotes the formation of hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) through the chain propagating reaction H+H2O2HO2+H2. The gradient
pressure contributes to the formation of OH radical species through the reaction 2OH
(+M)H2O2(+M) as this reaction is a pressure dependent reaction. The increasing
production of HO2 radical and the high concentration of carbon monoxide (CO) in the
fuel promote the formation of OH radical through the reaction HO2+COOH+CO2.
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The production of H radical from the chain propagating reaction H+H2O2HO2+H2 is
then used by the reaction H+O2=O+OH for hydroxyl radical formation.
According to the sensitivity analysis, constant pressure and gradient pressure
assumptions share the same key reactions. However, the sensitivity coefficient of the
reactions H+O2=O+OH and O2+CO=O+CO2 increases significantly with respect to the
coefficient estimated by considering constant pressure assumption. The rate of
production (ROP) of H2O2 increases for promoting the formation of the reactive radical
OH as shown in Figure 2-6b and 2-6c respectively. In these figures an adimensional
factor was defined as

for decreasing the effect of the time-lag between the

estimated ignition delay times. The parameter

corresponds the time where the

maximum ROP is reached in each species.

2.4.2. Rate constant modifications. In this section a quantitative analysis
for evaluating the performance of the different modifications suggested in the literature
to improve the accuracy of detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms was carried out.
Cavaliere et al.(2010) suggested to modify the rate constant of the most sensitive
elementary reactions of the San Diego mechanism (Williams, 2005). In this thesis, each
recommended modification was implemented in the Gri-Mech. 3.0 kinetic model, which
is the reference mechanism. This mechanism was selected due to its good accuracy for
estimating the ignition delay time and laminar flame speed of natural gas at intermediate
and high temperature ranges. The ignition delay time estimated by using the reference
mechanism without any modification is considered as baseline case. Moreover, the
gradient pressure assumption was also examined for comparative purposes. Table 2-2
shows a detailed description of the modifications considered, the error obtained and the
authors who suggested these modifications. These modifications were defined as
modification I, II, III and IV in this thesis.
To evaluate the performance of these modifications, an error coefficient

was defined.

This parameter quantifies the relative difference between the experimental and
estimated ignition delay times. The coefficient was defined as:
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Table 2-2. Description of the modifications proposed and the error with respect to experimental data

Item

Observations

Base line

Mechanism used as reference in the
present research

1.13E+13

(Smith
1999)

Pressure effect

Effect of non-uniformity of pressure
within a shock tube reactor

6.44E+04

(Reehal
al.,2007)

et

2.65E+08

(Cavaliere
al.,2010 )

et

7.79E+05

(Cavaliere
al.,2010 )

et

(Cavaliere
al.,2010 )

et

1.75E+05

et

9.72E+04

(Cavaliere
al.,2010 )

Modification I

Modification II

Modification
III

Modification IV

The
elementary
reaction
2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) was splitted into
two elementary reactions defined as
H2O2(+M)=>2OH(+M)
and
2OH(+M)=>H2O2(+M).

The
elementary
reaction
2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) was splitted into
two elementary reactions defined as
H2O2(+M)=>2OH(+M)
and
2OH(+M)=>H2O2(+M).
The ascentric factor of the reaction H+
H2O2HO2+H2 was multiplied by 20

The
elementary
reaction
2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) was splitted into
two elementary reactions defined as
H2O2(+M)=>2OH(+M)
and
2OH(+M)=>H2O2(+M).
The
elementary
reaction
H+H2O2HO2+H2 was also splitted into
two elementary reactions defined as
H+H2O2=>HO2+H2
and
HO2+H2=>H+H2O2

The
elementary
reaction
2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) was splitted into
two elementary reactions defined as
H2O2(+M)=>2OH(+M)
and
2OH(+M)=>H2O2(+M).
The ascentric factor of the reaction
H+H2O2HO2+H2 was multiplied by
100

Reference
et

al.,
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Eq. 2-3

where

is the standard deviation of the experimental data considered. The standard

error of regression is the better estimations of the experimental uncertainty of the data
reported by Pscheke and Spadaccini (1985). This methodology was exposed by Currell
(2009) and was employed previously by Sheen and Wang (2011) to estimate the
standard uncertainty of a large data set of ignition delay data for ethylene. The standard
uncertainty estimated for the data reported by Pscheke and Spadaccini (1985) was
. For details of the regression model proposed as well as the statistical
analysis developed see Appendix E. The results reveal that prediction of ignition delay
time by considering pressure effect, modification III, and IV have the best estimations.
Figure 2-7 shows a comparative of the results by considering the modifications defined.
Although the modification III shows a good accuracy compared with modification IV, it
is easy to realize that the latter has values close to the experimental data both high
temperature and low temperature. The apparent deviation is caused by the logarithmic
scale used.
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GriMech 3.0 (Smith et al.,1999)
Experimental data
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Model, Modification I
Model, Modification II
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Figure 2-7 Comparative of the estimations of ignition delay time for CO/CO2/H2 mixtures by applying the
modifications defined in Table 2-2. The reference mechanism used was Gri-Mech.3.0
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The effect on ignition delay time of CH4/H2 mixtures at low temperature by considering
the modification III was evaluated. The dispersion in the estimations observed in Figure
2-8 contrasts with the improvement in the estimations plotted in Figure 2-7 for
CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. The increment of methane concentration in the mixture increases
the ignition delay time of the fuels. This occur due to reduced production of reactive
radicals through the chain branching reactions that react with the methane reactions for
consuming radicals, especially OH that are needed in the ignition (Thiessen et al.,
2010).

GriMech3.0 (Smith et al., 1999)

1E+04

Model, Modification III
de Vries, J.(2005)
Huang, J et al.(2006)35%H2 65%CH4

1E+03
Ignition delay time (ms)

Huang,J. et al.,(2006) 15%H2 75%CH4
Huang,J.et al.,(2004)100%CH4
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1E+00
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Figure 2-8 Comparative of the estimations of ignition delay time for CH4/H2 mixtures by applying the
modifications defined in Table 2-2. The reference mechanism used was Gri-Mech.3.0

Figure 2-9 shows a sensitivity analysis developed for examining the kinetic implications
of the modification III. This analysis includes the most sensitivity elementary reactions
by considering the baseline case, gradient pressure assumption and the modification III.
The analysis reveals that the modified reaction HO2 +H2 =>H+H2O2 plays an important
role in the production of H radicals. This is concluded due to the rate of formation of
H2O2 is negligible compared with the production of HO2 and OH as shown in Figure
2-10. The H radical is consumed by the chain propagating reactions OH+H2=H+H2O
and OH+CO=H+CO2 to release the reactive hydroxyl radical. The reaction
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OH+HO2<=>O2+H2O

Key reaction
Constant pressure
Gradient pressure effect

H+HO2<=>O2+H2
OH+CO<=>H+CO2
OH+H2<=>H+H2O
HO2+H2=>H+H2O2
2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
2HO2<=>O2+H2O2
H+O2+N2<=>HO2+N2
O2+CO<=>O+CO2
H+O2<=>O+OH
H+H2O2<=>HO2+H2
2OH(+M)<=>H2O2(+M)
HO2+CO<=>OH+CO2
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Figure 2-9 The most sensitive elementary reaction by considering base line case, gradient pressure assumption
and the modification III

H+H2O2=>HO2+H2 is not sensitive because there is not formation of H2O2 and the
produced radical H is consumed for the formation of OH.
The original reaction H+H2O2=HO2+H2 is strongly sensitive due to produce H2O2 from
HO2 radical due the high concentration of hydrogen in the fuel. The absence of H2O2
does not promote the formation of OH via H2O2(+M)=>2OH(+M) and the consumption
of OH radical for promoting the ignition makes not possible that the reaction 2OH(+M)
=> H2O2(+M) takes place .
The reaction OH+HO2 O2+H2O, which was not important in the baseline case
became to be the second most important reaction by considering modification III. It is
observed that the most important reactions with the modification III are not the same
when baseline and gradient pressure approach was considered. In this case the most
influential species, which play an important role in the fuel self-ignition are H, HO2 and
OH. The ROP of species under modification III are compared with ROP of the other
approaches. As conclusion, two important considerations are highlighted in this section.
The former is the close ROP of radicals OH and HO2 to those obtained by considering
the base line case without any abrupt increment at self-ignition point; the latter
consideration is the negligible production of H2O2 although the ignition delay time
predictions improved through the Modification III.
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Figure 2-10 Rate of production of critical intermediate species such as: a) H2O2 b) HO2 and c) OH by
considering the different approaches. Ignition delay time measurements at 769 K and 14.6 atm. Mixture:
51.1%CO/ 10.3%CO2/ 38.6% H2
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2.4.3. Catalytic effects. Chaos and Dryer (2008) revealed that the lack
of accuracy of the mechanism for predicting auto-ignition point is not caused only by
the absence of elementary reactions and intermediate species but also by other effects.
The non-homogeneity of the auto- ignition in a shock tube reactor due to the slight autoignition occurred near to the reactor walls is an example of these effects. This is based
on the data reported by Blumenthal et al.(1996) plotted in Figure 2-11. It is observed
that the strong auto-ignition is well predicted by the chemical kinetic mechanism
represented by black spots. However, the slight auto-ignition that occur at temperature
below of 1100 K represented by white spots was not predicted by the Li et al. (2007)
mechanism. In addition to the localized auto-ignition, Chaos and Dryer (2008) also
consider the influence of impurities in the air fuel mixture that cause catalytic effects
that accelerates the auto-ignition phenomenon. Their hypothesis is based on the
additions of catalytic agents applied to the elementary reaction H2O2+MOH+OH and
H2+HO2  H2O2+H. This methodology was previously employed by Deutschmann et
al. (1996) who developed a superficial chemical reaction mechanisms to measure the
catalytic auto-ignition temperature of a mixture of CH4/CO/H2 over Paladium and
Platinum atmosphere. Figure 2-11 shows the results obtained by using a small
concentration of this impurity. The dotted curve shows the improvements in the
estimations in a wide range of temperature. The grey area shows the ignition delay time
range obtained when the magnitude of the impurity (catalyst) concentration is
multiplied or divided by a factor of 10.

Figure 2-11 Ignition delay time obtained experimentally and estimated by using the kinetic model developed
by Li et al.(2007) by considering catalytic effects. Adapted from (Chaos & Dryer, 2008)
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2.5.

EFFECT OF MODIFICATIONS ON LAMINAR FLAME SPEED

OF CO/CO 2 /H 2 AND CH 4 /H 2 MIXTURES

Although the modifications proposed by Cavaliere et al.,(2010) improve the accuracy of
the kinetic models, it is necessary to study the actual effects of the modification III on
the laminar flame speed and auto-ignition predictions. The laminar flame speed was
computed at different fuel blends composition and equivalence ratio. These estimations
were compared with the estimations done with the reference mechanism Gri-Mech.3.0.

2.5.1. Experimental data. In this section, a brief description of the measurement technique, fuel compositions and initial conditions of the reference
experimental data was developed. Taylor (1991) measured the laminar flame speed of
fuel blends of Methane, Hydrogen, Ethane, Propane, and Ethylene over a wide range of
pressure and equivalence ratio. The measurements were done by using the expanding
spherical flames technique.

The same methodology was employed by Hassan et

al.(1997) for H2/CO mixtures. The laminar flame speed for this technique is defined as:

Eq. 2-4

where

corresponds to the burned and unburned gas density ratio in the bomb, and
correspond to the variation of flame radius with respect to the time. The

average temperature and pressure in both cases in the estimations were 298K and 1 atm
respectively. Bouvet (2009) used the outwardly propagating and the conical flame
(Bunsen flame) technique to measure laminar flame speed of different CO/H2 ratios
over a wide range of equivalence ratios. The results obtained show similar results at the
same fuel compositions and equivalence ratio by using the techniques referenced.
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2.5.2. Laminar flame speed estimations. The objective of this section is
to evaluate the influence of the Modification III on the laminar flame speed estimations
for CH4, CO/H2, and CH4/H2 mixtures. The use of Gri-Mech3.0 mechanism is suitable
for this analysis, due to the deviations with respect to the experimental data were small.
These estimations were made by using PREMIX code from Chemkin Pro® software
over a wide range of equivalence ratios.
To validate the kinetic model, laminar flame speed estimations were compared with the
experimental laminar flame speed data of 50% H2 / 50% CO and 5%H2 / 95% CO
mixtures. Agreement between experimental and numerical flame speeds were obtained
both lean and reach mixture for the fuel blends examined. Figure 2-12 shows the
performance of the kinetic model and the effect of the hydrogen concentration on the
estimations.
It was observed that the model slightly overpredicts the laminar flame speed at rich
mixture when high concentration of hydrogen is present in the fuel. However, for the
mixture with low concentration of hydrogen (5% H2 and 95% CO) numerical
estimations agree with the experimental data. Figure 2-13 shows the estimated laminar
flame speeds of the fuel Nº 2 of the research developed by Peschke and Spadaccini in
1985 for a wide range of equivalence ratios. For these estimations were considered the
reference mechanism and the same mechanism with the modification III. From Figure
2-13 is concluded that effects of Modification III on the estimations are neglect. This
important result means that improvement in the ignition delay time can be achieved
without decrease the accuracy of the laminar flame speed predictions for CO/CO2/H2
mixtures.
In this section CH4/ H2 mixtures were considered due to its importance in the MN
measurement and knock intensity definition. Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15 show the
experimental measurement of laminar flame of CH4 and CH4/H2 mixtures respectively.
In both cases, the overpredictions of laminar flame speed close to the stoichiometric
point with the modification III are not significative. These differences do not change the
conclusions that could be inferred from these estimations. The main reason of these
results is the sensitive elementary reactions of the burning rate of this mixture, which
are different from the sensitive reactions that influence the auto-ignition of the mixture.
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Figure 2-12 Estimations of laminar flame speed of H2/CH4

Figure 2-13 Estimations of laminar flame speed by

mixtures by using Gri-Mech3.0 chemical kinetics mechanism.

using Gri-Mech3.0 and the same mechanism with

Tu= 298 K, p = 1 atm

Modification III. Mixture: CO=51.1% CO2=10.3%
H2=38.6%. Tu=298 K, p = 1 atm.
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Figure 2-14 Estimations of laminar flame speed by using Gri-

Figure 2-15 Estimations of laminar flame speed by

Mech3.0 and the same mechanism with Modification III. Fuel:

using Gri-Mech3.0 and the same mechanism with

CH4=100 %. Tu=298 K, p = 1 atm.

Modification III. Mixture: CH4=60% / H2=40%.
Tu=298 K, p = 1 atm.

According to the literature the chemistry of ignition delay and laminar flame speed does
not share critical elementary reactions.
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2.6.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions derived from this chapter are described as follows:

 Strong deviation between numerical and experimental ignition delay time at low
temperature range was obtained for CH4 / H2 mixtures. This trend agrees with the
observations of Petersen et al. (2007) for CO/CO2/H2 mixtures.
 The gradient pressure improves the ignition delay time estimations at low
temperature; however the methodology employed cannot be applied for ICE
applications.
 The modifications proposed by Cavaliere et al., (2010) are suitable for improving
ignition delay estimations without decreasing the accuracy for determining the
laminar flame speed of CO/CO2/H2 and CH4/H2 mixtures.
 The most sensitive elementary reactions that govern the auto-ignition phenomena
for CO/CO2/H2 mixtures are 2OH(+M)H2O2(+M) and H+H2O2HO2+H2.
Another elementary reaction that plays an important role in the ignition chemistry is
HO2+CO OH+CO2. However, the best estimations were obtained with the
modifications done to the first two elementary reactions.
 When Modification III is implemented in the detailed chemical kinetic mechanism,
the ROP of H2O2 specie is equal to zero. Although maximum and minimum ROP of
the reactive radicals HO2 and OH species are equal to the ROP of the base line case,
there is not an abrupt increment of the their concentration near to auto-ignition
point.
 The Gri-Mech 3.0 kinetic model is suitable for estimating laminar flame speeds of
Syngas, NG and CH4/H2 mixtures. This mechanism is used as reference mechanism
for the implementation of the two-zone auto-ignition model.
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 The estimations of the laminar flame speed of CO/H2/CO2 and CH4/H2 mixtures are
not affected by the Modification III implemented at different compositions and
equivalence ratios.
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Methane Number and Knock
Occurrence Crank Angle Measurements
for CO/CO2/H2 Mixtures

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental effects caused by the use of conventional fuels and the uncertainty of
future of energy supply, have been a concern in the recent years. The use of alternative
fuels from a variety of feedstocks such as coal, biomass and waste products from
different thermochemical processes is a possible solution. The use of these fuels for ICE
applications is limited by its auto-ignition tendency due to its high concentration of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. The MN represents the antiknock capacity of gaseous
fuels, similar to the concept of octane number for liquids fuels. Leiker et al.(1972) used
the standard ASTM octane number determination method as a reference to measure the
MN of different gaseous fuels composed of methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
propane, butane etc. Later, Ryan et al. (1993), and Callahan et al. (1996) used this
methodology to measure the MN of fuel blends of methane, ethane, propane, butane,
pentane, and carbon dioxide. These data have been used to develop predictive equations
that have been implemented in a computational program to estimate the MN of natural
gas as a function of the fuel blend composition. The estimations of MN for gaseous
fuels different from natural gas, were addressed by Malensek and Olsen (2009). The
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MN measurements of eight fuels with typical compositions of coal, wood, digester,
landfill and reformed natural gas were carried out in this project. The results obtained
showed that the MN of these alternative fuels ranged from 24 to 140.

Later,

Arunachalam and Olsen(2012) and Wise, Olsen, and Kim (2013), measured MN of
producer gases with different compositions from gasification process to know their
knocking characteristics. The results obtained reveal that fuels from gasification
process, have a MN ranging from 50 to 130 MN. In particular, MN variability of
synthesis gas, i.e., synthesis gas compositions, is a critical concern due to the effect on
engine efficiency and emissions. Depending on the nature of feedstock and production
method used for producing the fuel, the combustion parameters such as auto-ignition,
combustion duration, ignition delay, start and end of combustion are considerably
impacted. The abnormal combustion phenomenon of auto-ignition limits the
compression ratio; therefore, the engine efficiency. The connections between autoignition and combustion parameters must be evaluated to improve the understanding of
this issue. A first step for understanding this phenomenon, was developed by Peschke
and Spadaccini (1985) who reported low temperature ignition delay time for
CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. The low temperature ignition delay time data reported in this
research represent a valuable information to link with syngas auto-ignition in an ICE.
Although significant amount of work has been dedicated to the use of syngas in
compression ignition ICE(Sahoo et al., 2011; Sahoo, 2012),and spark ignited ICE
(Boloy et al., 2005) under normal combustion, there is little published research on the
utilization of syngas in ICE under knock operation. Engine knock and combustion
parameters for H2/CO mixtures were evaluated by Bika et al.,(2011) who concluded that
the high concentration of CO in the binary fuel is beneficial due to its knock resistance.
In this chapter, syngas auto-ignition is explored. Binary H2/CO mixtures diluted with
CO2 were tested in order to:
 To measure the MN of fuel blends of H2/CO/CO2.
 To develop an empirical correlation for determining the MN as a function of the fuel
blend composition.
 To examine the relationship between MN, combustion parameters, engine operating
conditions and KOCA.
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3.2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.2.1. CFR Engine. The engine used in this thesis has been used previously by
Malenshek and Olsen (2009), Arunachalam and Olsen (2012) and Wise et al., (2013) to
measure MN of alternative gaseous fuels. Figure 3-1 shows the facility CFR engine
used for MN measurements.

Figure 3-1 CFR facility used for MN measurements. Source: author

Originally, this single cylinder, un-throttled, four stroke, spark-ignited engine was
designed by the Waukesha Motor Company in 1957 for Motor Octane Number
measurements. It is coupled with a belt to a 5 horsepower AC synchronous motor,
which serves to start and load the engine, as well as to maintain the engine speed at 900
rpm. The compression ratio can be changed during a test due to the design of the
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cylinder-piston system, suitable for MN measurements. The modifications made for
gaseous fuels testing are focuses on the ignition and the intake system. The original
ignition system was upgraded to a solid state Altronic CD 200 electronic system, and
the engine intake system was upgraded with a pulse width modulated injector (PWM),
Clean Air Power Model SP-051 for gaseous fuel injection.
The air/fuel ratio control of the engine is based on a feedback control system using
either a lambda sensor or air/fuel ratio computed from fuel and air flow measurements.
The latter method was employed due to low heating values fuels were used. The lambda
sensor was not suitable for controlling the equivalence ratio for these fuels. This
configuration allows the engine to run over a wide range of equivalence ratios,
depending on the test objectives. Additionally, thermocouples were installed for
measuring the intake and exhaust gas temperature. The main characteristic of the
engine are shown in Table 3-1
Table 3-1 Characteristic of the CFR facility used in this thesis

Item

Description

Compression ratio

Adjustable 4:1 to 18:1

Cylinder bore

3.25 in (8.255 cm)

Stroke

4.5 in (11.43 cm)

Displacement

37.33 in3 (611.73 cm3)

Piston

Cast iron, flat top

Ignition timing (deg bTDC)

Adjustable from 12 to 30

Connecting rod length

25.4 cm

3.2.2. Gas blending and intake air system setup. Compressed gas bottles of
chemically pure (CP) CO, CO2, H2 and CH4 were purchased to prepare the test fuels.
Regulator valves were installed on each gas bottle for discharging gas into the fuel
manifold. Pulse Width Modulated (PMW) injectors were used to meter the fuel blend
average flowrate. The mixture flows toward a combination flame arrestor-check valve,
mixing later with the intake air. Figure 3-2 shows the compressed gas bottles used in
this project.
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Figure 3-2 Compressed gas bottles of the fuel blending system

The combustion air is supplied by the building compressed air system, which is filtered
and dehumidified. The air fuel mixture is heated by an electrical resistance installed just
upstream of the engine intake port. Intake fuel air mixture temperature is controlled by
LabView in a feedback loop to achieve the desired temperature. Figure 3-3 shows a
detailed scheme of the test cell used in this research.

3.2.3. Knock detection method. The quantitative knock detection method used was
developed previously by Wise (2007).This approach evaluates the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the cylinder pressure readings in order to obtain pressure
amplitudes in the frequency domain produced by abnormal combustion. A band pass
filter was applied to the real-time pressure data to remove the noise and operating
pressure and extract the peaks end gas auto-ignition. An advantage of this method is the
detailed information obtained about the start, development and intensity of the knock in
the engine. The method employed, is similar to the approach of Brunt et al., (1998) and
Elmqvist et al.,( 2003) who used FFT of filtered pressure signals to detect knock onset.
In this chapter, the maximum FFT amplitude of a knocking engine cycle was used as
reference to stablish the knock level thresholds. The knock index used is defined as the
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Figure 3-3 Engine test cell scheme
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area under the curve of the maximum FFT amplitude of the first 200 engine cycles.
After simplifications, the Knock Integral (KI) is defined as:

Eq. 3-1

where KL(1), KL(2) and KL(n) correspond the maximum FFT amplitude of the cycle 1,
2 and n respectively. This parameter is called Knock Integral (KI) and was found to be a
stable and repeatable method for MN measurements (Wise D., 2007; Gomez J. et al.,
2016). For more details on the Knock Integral methodology, see Wise (2007).

3.3.

METHANE NUMBER MEASUREMENT

3.3.1. Test method. Although a standard method for MN measurement does not exist,
the ASTM MON method has been used as reference. The first approach was performed
by Leiker et al.,(1972) who measured MN for fuel blends with carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, methane, propane, butane, hydrogen among other gases. The
methodology developed by Leiker et al. (1972) was used by Wise (2007), Malenshek
and Olsen (2009) and Gomez J.et al.,(2016) with some modifications in order to
improve the accuracy of the method.
Initially, the standard CFR engine was fueled with the building natural gas supply to
obtain stable and standard operation at 940 rpm and 15º bTDC of ignition timing. Once
the engine was running at stable condition, the fuel was switched to the test gas. The
compression ratio was adjusted to obtain the Knock Integral corresponding to light
knock (KI~15-20). Then, the equivalence ratio was varied near to stoichiometric
conditions until the KI was maximized, close to 25~30. This knock intensity range was
used in this research. If sweeping the equivalence ratio is not enough to achieve the
target KI, the compression ratio was slightly increased. This procedure was repeated
until the desired KI was obtained. Data was recorded at desired KI. The data included
fuel composition, compression ratio, ignition timing, cylinder pressure and ambient
conditions. The test gas was switched to the reference mixture of methane and hydrogen
while maintaining the same engine operating conditions. This was performed initially
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with methane and then, adding hydrogen until knock integral of 30 was reached. The
equivalence ratio was varied again in order to achieve maximum knock intensity
followed by additional hydrogen adjustments if necessary. Once the desired Knock
Integral was achieved, engine operating data was recorded. By definition, the MN of the
test gas is equal to the volume percent of methane in the binary reference blend.

3.3.2. MN uncertainties. In this section an uncertainties analysis for MN testing was
carried out. The uncertainties are caused mainly by three sources of errors: the error in
the test method, test gas composition measurements, and reference gas composition
measurements.
The error associated with the test method was previously evaluated by Malenshek and
Olsen(2009), where MN of natural gas was measured ten times. The standard deviation
was 0.3 MN, which was taken as the method uncertainty. Later, in order to evaluate
consistency and repeatability of the knock measurement, Wise (2013) measured the MN
of a fuel blend of 90 % of Methane (CH4) and 10 % of ethane (C2H6) 21 times. The
standard deviation of the method was 1.85 MN. For the current work, this standard
deviation was used as the test method uncertainty since it was more recent and based on
a larger number of data points. The uncertainty for preparing the composition of the test
gas was neglected since the assigned MN depends only on the composition of the binary
reference gas. This uncertainty comes from the flowmeters used to prepare the binary
reference gas. For reference gas composition uncertainty determination, the
methodology developed by Kline and McClintock (1953) was used. The flowmeters
uncertainties come from two sources: the accuracy of the flowmeters given by the
manufacturers and the calibration error. The accuracy of the Omega model FMA 1700
series flowmeters is 1.5% according to the manufacturer.
The error due to calibration was estimated by means of the calibration curve. The
calibration curve for each flowmeter was built by using a GCA Precision Scientific Wet
Test Meter. The MN uncertainty is the sum of test method and gas composition
uncertainties. This procedure was used previously by Aparna Arunachalam (2010).
Details of the methodology employed were described in Appendix A and B.
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3.4.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT AND FUEL SELECTION

The main objective of this section was to determine the MN of fuels blends of carbon
monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen (H2). For this purpose, a mixture
design of experiment was carried out, with three factors and one response variable.
Table 3-2 shows the factors and levels considered. The response variable was the test
gases’s MN. Figure 3-4 shows a graphical representation of the mixture design of
experiment used in this research. The factor levels values were selected taking into
account the average composition of the coal gas reported in the literature (Peschke and
Spadaccini, 1985). A total of 19 completely randomized runs were performed.

Table 3-2. Factors and levels considered in
the mixture design of experiment

Components Low High Units
H2

10

30

%

CO

20

40

%

CO2

30

50

%

Figure 3-4 Graphical representation of the mixture design of experiment
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Table 3-3 summarizes the results obtained. There were difficulties in the MN
measurements of fuels with high concentration of carbon dioxide and low concentration
of hydrogen as the knock intensity was very low. Also, the MN of the mixture
51.1%CO/ 10.3%CO2/ 38.6% H2 could not be measured due to the engine backfire. This
fuel was used in Chapter 2 as reference fuel for evaluating the ignition chemistry.
Taking into account the results obtained in the experiment, a statistically validated
second order regression model was proposed as shown in Eq. 3-2 :

Eq. 3-2

where

and

are constants.

Table 3-3 MN measurements of H2/CO/CO2 mixtures

Run

%H2

%CO

%CO2

30.0

40.0

30.0

45.9

30.0

20.0

50.0

119.6

25

120.5

4

60.1

26.7

36.7

36.7

26
26.7

26.7

46.7

27
6

16.7

36.7

46.7

7
21

30.0

30.0

40.0

8

20.0

40.0

40.0

24
9
23
10

22

AVL
MN

20.0

30.0

50.0

60.5
92.0
91.8
139.1
60.5
61.9
81.2
89.7
133.5
135.5

45.0

46.0

71.1

33.3

43.3

82.3

Average
δ MN

3.8

3.8

3.8
6.4
118.0

117.3

79.2

6.0

6.1

6.0
60.3

54.3

78.9

3.4

3.3

3.3
91.9

93.6

83.2

3.2

3.2

3.3
139.1

136.5

96.8

61.2

62.5

76.5

4.6
3.4

4.6
3.4

3.4
85.5

87.7

88.7

3.3

3.3

3.2
116.8

134.2

93.8

5.3

5.4

5.4

81.5
23.3

δ MN

3.7

113.9

2

5

Predicted
MN

46.1

18

12

Average
MN

43.0

11
14

Measured
MN

81.9

83.7

86.3

3.3

3.3

3.2
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The regression model and the constants obtained were significant and explain the
variability of the experimental data obtained. The values of the constants are

Figure 3-5 shows a comparison of the MN-guide line obtained in this research and those
obtained in previous researches. Differences observed in the results are related to the
knock detection method and knock intensity definition used.

This project

150

Wise (2013)
Kal et al.(2013)

130

Malensek and Osen (2009)
Arunachalam (2010)

Methane Number

110

Gomez J.et al.(2016)
90

70

50

30

10
7

9

11

13

15

17

rc
Figure 3-5 Comparison between the MN-guide line obtained in this thesis and those obtained previously by
others researches

The MN measured in this thesis and those obtained by Kal et al. (2013) are close
because the knock detection method and knock intensity definition was the same ( KI ~
25-30). Some MN measurements were obtained by using the detonation meter method
and a knock intensity definition of 50 percent on the knock meter (Malenshek and
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Olsen, 2009; Aparna Arunachalam, 2010), which was an arbitrary set point based on the
audible detection of knock.
A response surface was built and plotted in Figure 3-56 based on the regression model.
This surface relates the fuel blend compositions with the MN of the mixtures. It is
evident that increments in the carbon dioxide concentration increase the MN of the
mixture, and a high hydrogen concentration decreases the MN of the fuel blend. A
graphical representation of the data summarized in Table 3-3 is shown in Figure 3-7.
This figure shows a comparison between the experimental MN and those predicted by
using the regression model and the AVL methane ® software. The strong deviation of
the experimental MN from those obtained by using AVL is evident. This result
contrasts with the predictions of the regression model developed in this research
(Equation 3-2). The predictions in most of cases are within the uncertainties intervals.

Figure 3-6 Response surface of the MN as a function of fuel blend composition

The importance of the regression model developed is that allows determining the MN of
fuels with high concentration of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. The
software AVL was developed for estimating the MN of natural gas, therefore, when it is
used for estimating the MN of fuels with high concentration of these species the results
do not agree with the experimental MN.
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Figure 3-7 Comparison between experimental, predicted and AVL MN

3.5.

KNOCK OCCURRENCE CRANK ANGLE DETECTION METHOD

This section describes the methodology employed to determine the KOCA in the CFR
engine. This methodology was based on the research developed by Checkel and Dale,
J.D,(1986), where the knock indicator algorithm was based on the third derivative of the
pressure trace in the peak knock region. The numerical method is a central finite
difference scheme defined in Eq. 3-3.
Eq. 3-3

The derivative
the crank angle interval,

represents the first derivative at crank angle , where
is the pressure at crank angle

and

and

is

are the

succeding and preceding pressure values respectively. The crank angle interval used for
this thesis was 0.1º .This differentiator includes an implicit filtering to smooth high
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noise pressure signal from the combustion chamber. This equation is applied three
times to the digitalized pressure signal to achieve the third derivative. The successive
application of Eq. 3-3 amplifies the noise of the signal coming from the data acquisition
system. A low pass filter was used on the second derivative prior to calculating the third
derivative. This filter was defined as:
Eq. 3-4

Figure 3-8 shows a pressure trace of an engine cycle with high knock. Knocking
pressure peaks have significantly larger third derivatives than a non-knocking pressure
peak in a normal combustion cycle. In this research, the crank angle with the most
negative third derivative corresponds to the knock occurrence crank angle (KOCA) as
shown in Figure 3-9. This methodology has been employed previously by Rodrigues
and Shrestha (2006) and Wayne et al.,(1998). Moreover, an alternative definition of
individual KI is presented. This approach uses the most negative third derivative to
define the criterion. The advantage of this approach is its simplicity and the easy
computational implementation. However, the discussion about the use of this criterion
is out of the scope of this thesis; therefore the FFT approach was used in this thesis.

Third derivative (kPa/dTheta^3)

6000

Pressure trace (k Pa)
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0
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Figure 3-8 Pressure trace of a cycle with high knock and its third derivative
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Figure 3-9 Filtered third derivative of pressure and the definition of an alternative knock intensity criterion
and KOCA

3.6.

EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL KNOCK INTENSITY

ON INDIVIDUAL KOCA

To determine a representative KOCA corresponding to a particular engine operating
conditions, an analysis of the influence of the cycle by cycle knock intensity on the
cycle by cycle KOCA was carried out. High maximum FFT amplitude represents a high
knock intensity cycle, while low maximum FFT amplitude corresponds to a low knock
intensity cycle.
It is important to highlight the difference between the knock intensity (KI) defined in
Section 3.4 and the individual knock intensity. KI is the reference knock intensity used
for the MN measurements. The maximum FFT amplitude defines the individual knock
intensity of each cycle in the engine. Figure 3-10 shows the individual knock intensity
variability observed for the first 200 cycles. The maximum knock intensity reached is in
the cycle number 59. The variability is caused by the random nature of the auto-ignition
phenomenon.
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To evaluate the effect a one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. The
response variable was KOCA and the factor examined was the individual knock
intensity represented by the maximum FFT amplitude of the cycle. The levels were
defined as knock intensity ranges, which were equally spaced. The values were selected
taking into account the maximum and minimum value of the maximum FFT amplitude
obtained in the sample. Four replicas were performed for each knock intensity range to
quantify the error of the experiment. The objective of the experiment was to determine
if the average KOCA of four knock intensity ranges were equal or different, i.e., to
determine whether individual cycle knock intensity affects the individual KOCA of
each cycle. Taking into account the recommendation of Brunt et al.(1998), a sample of
1400 cycles was collected by using facility natural gas as reference fuel. Natural gas
was selected to avoid the error of flowmeter measurements. The engine operating
conditions and the maximum FFT variability of the first 200 cycles recorded are shown
in Figure 3-10. The compression ratio was adjusted for achieving a stable KI ranging
from 28 to 33. This KI guarantees high individual knock intensity values; therefore

4.0

Maximum FFT Amplitude

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0.0
0

50

100
Nº Cycle

150

200

Figure 3-10 Cycle by cycle variability of the maximum FFT amplitude. Operating conditions in the
experiment: stoichiometric operation; compression ratio: 11.54; Ignition Timing: 23.2º bTDC ; Inlet
temperature: 40ºC ; Knock Index range :28-33; Fuel: facility natural gas.
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more cycles with KOCA. The evaluation of the effect of KI on the characteristic KOCA
of an engine operating conditions is out of the scope of this thesis.
A total of sixteen randomly cycles were selected per each level, grouped in four replicas
(i.e., four KOCA values per replica). The averages of these values represent the
characteristic KOCA value of each replica. Table 3-4 shows the KOCA measured for
the different levels considered.

Table 3-4 The Analysis of Variance to determine the effect of individual knock
intensity on KOCA of the cycle

KOCA (deg. aTDC)
Maximum FFT
Amplitude ranges
0.25-0.49
0.5-0.75
0.76-1.0
1.01>

Replica 1

Replica 2

Replica 3

Replica 4

5.69

8.19

10.8

8.1

7.19

9.89

7.5

10.8

6.19

8.00

9.39

7.8

9.00

7.59

10.8

6.9

8.6

6.5

7.9

8.19

9.8

7.69

9.5

7.69

6.8

8.19

9.1

8.89

8.69

9.89

7.9

8.6

9.8

9.8

8.3

8.1

8.3

10.00

8.6

7.8

8.6

7.4

8.8

6.19

9.00

8.6

10.6

6.69

9.8

7.00

10.1

8.3

7.9

6.9

5.5

10.3

9.8

The sample did not contain very many cycles with knock intensity higher than 1.01;
only nine data points were collected. The analysis performed revealed that there is not
enough statistical evidence to conclude that averages KOCA of the levels considered
were different. It is concluded that the individual knock intensity of each cycle does not
affect the KOCA value of each cycle. This important result allows estimating KOCA as
a function of the engine operating conditions by considering individual cycles
regardless the individual knock intensity. The cycles with higher knock intensity were
selected to quantify the characteristic KOCA. The representative KOCA for a given set
of engine cycles is the average of KOCA of the individual cycles considered. This value
depends on the operating engine conditions previously defined in the experiment.
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3.7.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section examines the relationship between KOCA and the engine operating
conditions used in the MN measurement tests. For this analysis the reference fuels
(CH4/H2 and CH4/CO2 fuel blends), and the test fuels (CO/H2/CO2 fuel blends) were
considered. The unstretched laminar flame speeds of these mixtures were computed by
using Gri-Mech. 3.0 (Smith G. et al., 1999) mechanism and the sub-routine PREMIX of
Chemkin Pro® software. Figure 3-11 shows the correlations between the MN and
laminar flame speed of the reference and test fuels. This high correlation is linked by the
strong influence of the fuel composition on the MN and laminar flame speed of the
fuels. The high concentration of the diluent both the reference fuels (CH4/CO2) and test
fuels decrease the laminar flame speed and increases the MN of the fuels. A fuel with
low MN has high concentration of hydrogen, which produces a high laminar flame
speeds. According to Figure 3-12, there is no evidence of any relationship between
KOCA and the laminar flame speed for both test fuels and reference fuels. This
contrasts with the high relationship between MN and KOCA as shown in Figure 3-13.
At constant MN the KOCA value is different for both reference fuels and test fuels.
Both linear relationships have approximately the same slope. This trend is not present
for fuels with MN greater than 100. These data points do not follow this trend due to the
non-standard ignition timing was used. These data points are runs 2, 9 and 12 with MN
of 135.5, 119.6 and 113.9 respectively. The ignition timing values used for these MN
measurements were 21.2º, 25.0º and 22.0º bTDC respectively. These ignition timing
values were used for two reasons: a) to achieve the reference knock intensity when
compression ratio could not be further increased and, b) to obtain cycles with high
knock to facilitate KOCA estimations. The ignition timing was often modified to obtain
cycles with high knock for fuels with high knock resistance. For comparative purposes,
only runs with the same ignition timing (15º bTDC) were considered. Most of the MN
measurements were done by using the standard ignition timing as was originally
propose by Leiker et al.,(1972). The strong influence of the ignition timing on KOCA is
shown in Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-11 MNs vs laminar flame speeds for test and
reference fuels used in the MN tests
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Figure 3-12 KOCA vs laminar flame speed of the
reference and test fuel
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Figure 3-13 KOCA vs MN for both reference and test
fuels

Figure 3-14 KOCA vs Ignition Timing for both
reference and test fuels

This Figure shows that as ignition timing increases, (it advances with respect to the top
dead center) KOCA value decreases following a linear trend. Similar results were
obtained by Chun (1988) with 94 RON PRF at 1500 rpm and different equivalence
ratios. Because the direct correlation between MN and critical compression ratio (CCR),
it was observed that KOCA has the same trend with this parameter as it is observed in
Figure 3-15.
In another hand, KOCA is influenced by the fuel composition as shown in Figure 3-16a,
and Figure 3-16b. For the reference fuel blend, the high concentration of hydrogen (low
CH4/H2 ratio) facilitates the auto-ignition phenomenon due to high auto-ignition
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Figure 3-15 KOCA vs Critical Compression Ratio for both reference fuels and test fuels

tendency of hydrogen. The high concentration of hydrogen in the fuel increases the
formation of critical intermediate species such as HO2, OH, and H2O2 during the
compression and combustion stages in the engine as was explained in detail in Chapter
2. In Figure 3-16-b the parameter

was defined to take into

account the effect of the composition of the test fuel on KOCA. The knock tendency is
dominated by the hydrogen concentration in the fuel; in addition, there is a linear
relationship between KOCA and the factor α.
Although KOCA values also depend on the CO concentration, the impact of H2
concentration is stronger than CO concentration. An evaluation of the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the fuel species and KOCA revealed a significant
negative correlation between H2 concentration and KOCA. If H2 concentration increases
in the fuel, KOCA decreases a factor of 0.82. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between CO concentration and KOCA revealed that increasing CO concentration in the
fuel, KOCA decreases by a factor of 0.04. High concentration of CO2 in the fuel
increases the MN of the fuel; in addition, KOCA moves away from the top dead center.
According with Bika et al., (2011), when a binary fuel blend of H2/CO is considered ,
CO concentration works as diluent, decreasing knock tendency of the fuels.
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Figure 3-16 Effect of fuel composition on KOCA; a) reference fuels b) test fuels

The equivalence ratio was swept near to stoichiometric point in order to maximize the
knock intensity and to achieve the desired KI. Theoretically maximum knock intensity
is achieved at stoichiometric conditions; however, some runs required lean air fuels
mixtures to achieve maximum knock intensity in the engine. The inhomogeneity of the
air fuel mixture temperature and species concentration in the combustion chamber could
explain this behavior. Figure 3-17-a shows the relationship between the equivalence
ratio and KOCA, which was demonstrated in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, the combustion duration parameter (CD) was defined as the difference
between the crank angle at 10 % of MFB corresponding to the start of the combustion
and 90 % of MFB corresponding to the end of the combustion. According to the work
developed by Rousseau et al.,(1999), the CD depends strongly on the boost pressure,
equivalence ratio, ignition timing and fuel composition. However, there is not any
relationship between CD and KOCA as shown in Figure 3-17-b. This result contrasts
with the strong correlation between KOCA and the start of combustion (SOC) defined
as 10% of MFB as shown in Figure 3-17-c. This behavior makes sense since KOCA
depends on ignition timing and the unburned gas consumption is negligible during the
ignition delay period. This linear correlation applies for fuels with different
compositions and a constant ignition timing of 15º bTDC. Similar behavior was
evidenced in the research develop by Chun (1988) with 94 RON PRF where KOCA has
a linear correlation with 50% of MFB at constant ignition timing and equivalence ratio.
The ignition delay or flame development period, is defined as the period of time
between the ignition timing and the SOC in the engine. The relationship between
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laminar flame speed and ignition delay is shown in Figure 3-17-d. Fuels with low
laminar flame speed tend to start the combustion later than fuels with high laminar
flame speed. Thus, fuels with high content of hydrogen have shorter ignition delay
periods. According to the results obtained by Rousseau et al.,(1999), the effect of boost
pressure on ignition delay is negligible and there are strong correlations of equivalence
ratio and ignition timing with ignition delay.
Wobble index (WI) is a representation of the heating value of gaseous fuels.
Relationship between the high heating value (HHV) of the fuels and KOCA was not
found with the available data; however, when WI and KOCA were plotted an interesting
trend was observed as shown in Figure 3-18-a. For the test fuels the trend is governed
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Figure 3-17 Effect of combustion parameters on KOCA both reference and test fuel. a) KOCA vs Ø; b) KOCA vs
CD; c) KOCA vs SOC and d) SL vs ID
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by the hydrogen concentration; the high hydrogen concentration in the fuel reduces
KOCA. The WI of these fuels are almost the same according to the Figure 3-18-a.
For the reference fuels the high concentration of methane increases KOCA and the
energy density of the fuels. The effect of the hydrogen moves KOCA toward the top
dead center. This trend is governed by the fuel blend compositions; therefore for more
general conclusion gaseous fuels with different compositions and WI values must be
tested. The Net Mean Effective Pressure (NMEP) is linked with KOCA for both test
fuel and reference fuel. According to Figure 3-18-b, KOCA increases as NMEP
increases for all fuels tested. Reference fuels produce higher NMEP values in the engine
due to the high HHV of the fuels.
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Figure 3-18 Trends between KOCA and a) Wobbe index b) NMEP

3.8.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions derived from this chapter are described as follows:

 KOCA is not influenced by individual knock intensity. Therefore a characteristic
KOCA can be computed as a function of a specific engine operating conditions.
 The MN of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures were measured experimentally. The MN predicted
by using AVL software does not agree with the measured MN due to the high
concentration of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The regression model
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developed is a good tool for MN estimation for fuels with high content of these
species.
 There is a linear relationship between KOCA and MN regardless the fuel
composition. The plotted data shows a linear trend for both reference fuels and test
fuels. As MN increases, KOCA increases. This behavior is dominated by the
hydrogen concentration in the fuels.
 Effects of ignition timing on KOCA are significative. This parameter controls the
SOC in the combustion chamber and the KOCA value.
 There is a strong correlation between laminar flame speed and MN of the tested
fuels. This relation is dominated by hydrogen concentration in the fuel. As MN
increases, laminar flame speeds of the fuel decreases.
 Fuels with high concentration of hydrogen tend to decrease the values CD and
KOCA. The SOC has a linear correlation with KOCA. The slope observed is
positive both reference fuels and test fuels.
 Fuels with low laminar flame speed and high MN have large ignition delay when are
used as fuels in an internal combustion engine.
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Auto-ignition Prediction in a CFR Fueled
with CH4/H2 Mixtures by using a
Detailed Chemical Kinetic Mechanism

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The engine knock phenomena and the use of chemical kinetic mechanism for autoignition modeling in spark ignited ICE fueled with gasoline and Primary References
Fuels (PRF) have been widely studied in the recent decades (Stiebels et al., 1996;
Russ,1996; Hajireza et al., 1997; Liu and Chen, 2009; Liu, 2010). These numerical
predictions have been performed by considering different engine operating conditions
and engine sizes by obtaining accurate results (Nakano et al., 1995). Accurate
mechanisms have been developed and optimized with rapid compression machine data
coming from experiments. This is the case of the well-known Shell mechanism, which
is suitable for auto-ignition modeling of hydrocarbon fuels (Ho and Kuo, 1997). In
contrast, few studies about auto-ignition modeling of gaseous fuels have been
developed.
Alternative fuels coming from waste and renewable feedstock (Coal gas gasification,
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Lignocellulosic gasification gas, Landfill gas, Biogas etc) are useful as fuel for ICE
applications. The MN of these fuels can vary from 30 to 130 MN what requires some
efforts oriented for understanding auto-ignition phenomena. A predictive knock model
that uses a two steps mechanism for CH4 oxidation modeling was coupled with a low
temperature end gas thermodynamic model ( Ho et al., 1996). The knock onset
estimations were carried out for fuel blend mixtures of methane, propane and heptane.
A more complex model was implemented by Trijselaar (2012) who used Gri-Mech 3.0
as reference mechanism to estimate onset of knock in a 150 kW four stroke natural gas
engine. A good accuracy in the pressure trace estimation was achieved; however, there
was not evidence of estimation of KOCA. The knock onset was detected by a knock
criterion proposed by Karim and Gao ( 1992). Studies related to gaseous fuels autoignition have been focused in the knock resistance and MN measurements (Malenshek
and Olsen, 2009; Ryan et al., 1993); however, the chemistry involved in the
phenomenon has been not evaluated. Based on the foregoing, it is required to verify if
there is a kinetic model that allows modeling auto-ignition of gaseous fuels with
accuracy.
The objectives of this chapter are described as follows:


To determine the effects of the engine operating conditions and the fuel MN on

KOCA and,


To verify the accuracy of a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for auto-

ignition crank angle prediction.

The observations done in Chapter 3 about the correlations of MN and engine operating
conditions were evaluated through two designs of experiments. The reference
mechanism used for auto-ignition modeling was selected after an exhaustive analysis
developed in Chapter 2. This analysis evaluated the kinetic model performance for
ignition delay time estimations. The kinetic model was coupled with a two-zone engine
model for predicting the auto-ignition crank angle of CH4/H2 mixtures at different
engine operating conditions. These mixtures were the primary reference fuels used for
measuring the MN of gaseous fuels. The simulations were developed in the Close
Internal Combustion Engine Simulator of Chemkin Pro® software. Moreover, a
methodology was proposed to determine experimentally the input combustion
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parameter required for simulations. A new set of equations based on the first law of
thermodynamic and ideal gas law were developed for estimating the IVC unburned gas
temperature, residual gas fraction and residual gas temperature.

4.2.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The engine feature description, the gas blending, exhaust gas and intake air system
layout were described in detail in Chapter 3.

4.3.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

The aim of this section is to determine the effects of ignition timing, equivalence ratio
and fuel compositions on KOCA. Also, the study of the effect of boost pressure on
KOCA was a concern of importance due to the increment use of the gaseous fuels in
turbocharged ICE. For these purposes, two design of experiment was carried out and
described below. The binary fuel blends of CH4/H2 were selected as reference fuels due
to two reasons: knock intensity stability under engine knocking conditions and the
reduction of the effects of the flowmeters and methodology uncertainties on the
conclusions obtained.
4.3.1 Effects determination of IT, ∅ and MN on KOCA. In Chapter 3 was
evidenced some trends between engine operating parameters and KOCA, which were
not studied from a statistical point of view. It is well known that engine operating
conditions influence the auto-ignition tendency of fuels in the engine’s combustion
chamber. These tendencies were observed in a natural gas engines by Soylu and Van
Gerpen, (2003), where the effect of ignition timing, compression ratio, propane
addition, inlet pressure and temperature on auto-ignition were examined. Both the
propane addition to natural gas and hydrogen addition to methane decrease the MN;
therefore increase the auto-ignition tendency. Similar observations were found for
compressed natural gas engine with addition of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). This
addition modify the mixture MN, increasing or decreasing its auto-ignition tendency
depending on the LPG concentration (Schiffgens et al., 1994). The variability of the
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fuel’s MN requires changes in the engine operating conditions. The effects of these
modifications to improve the required MN of the engine were summarized in Table 4-1.
Although these effects have been evidenced, there have not been studies oriented to
quantify them; especially the effects on the auto-ignition crank angle. In this chapter,
these effects were quantified through a factorial 23 design of experiment with axial and
central runs. The axial and central runs are suitable to detect curvature in the middle
points of the factors selected (Montgomery, 2008). It is well known that the factors
described in Table 4-1 influence the auto-ignition tendency of the fuels. However, only
three controllable factors were considered: ignition timing, equivalence ratio, and MN.
The other controllable factors were kept constant, i.e., boost pressure, air-fuel inlet
temperature, knock intensity, output power and engine speed as shown in Figure 4-1.
The variables of interest were KOCA and the critical compression ratio (CCR) required
for achieving the desired knock intensity. Figure 4-2 shows a graphical representation of
the experiment and the levels considered per each factor.

Table 4-1 Action and effect of engine operating conditions on knock tendency under stoichiometric and lean
conditions

EFFECT
Stoichiometric

Lean

ACTION

Tendency to
knock

ή

NOX

Tendency to
knock

ή

NOX

Retarded ignition

++

--

o

++

-

++

Reduced load

+

--

o

+

-

+

Exhaust gas recirculation

++

o

+

++

o

++

Reduced mixture temperature ++

+

o

++

+

++

Reduced mixture
water temperature

+

o

o

+

o

+

Reduced speed

++

+

o

+

+

+

Reduced compression ratio

++

--

o

++

-

++

cooling

Nomenclature: (++) very effective/positive, (+) effective/positive, (o) no effect, (-) negative, (- -) very negative.
Adapted from (schiffgens et al.,1994)
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Figure 4-1 Constant , variable factors and variables of response considered in the factorial design of
experiment

Figure 4-2 Graphical representation of the 23 factorial design of experiment with central and axial runs

Four replicas were run for the central points and two replicas for the remaining points.
The runs were conducted randomly to mitigate the effect of hidden variables.
Preliminary tests were performed in order to select suitable levels that allow having
stable knock intensity and free backfiring engine operations.
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4.3.2 Influence of boost pressure on KOCA. Effect of Boost pressure on KOCA
was evaluated through a one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). The variable of
response was KOCA and the levels were the typical boost pressure of natural aspirated
and turbocharged spark ignited ICE. These values were: 80, 110, 135 and 160 kPa. Two
replicas of the experiment were performed. The other factors were kept constant,
including the knock intensity. The fuel composition was kept constant to reduce the
flowmeters uncertainty at stoichiometric conditions where maximum knock intensity
was reached. The compression ratio was increased until achieve the desired reference
knock intensity in the engine. This methodology was employed in each point of the
experiment. Table 4-2 shows the engine operating conditions and the general test
information.

Table 4-2 Engine operating conditions and general test information

Test Parameters

Factorial 23

Fuel

Variable

65%CH4/35%H2

Equivalence ratio:

Variable

Stoichiometric

Boost Pressure (kPa):

101

Variable

Intake air temperature (°C ):

40

40

Engine speed (rpm):

940

940

Compression ratio:

Variable

Variable

Knock Intensity :

30

30

Ignition Timing (ºbTDC):

Variable

22.4

Average time per test (min):

3

3

Output net power (kW):

2

2

Number of cycles:

1400

1400

ANOVA

4.4. TWO ZONE AUTO-IGNITION MODEL

In this section a detailed description of the two- zone auto-ignition model is performed.
The auto-ignition model implemented is compounded for a two-zone ICE coupled with
a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism. The objective of the model is to predict KOCA
by using the actual operating engine conditions defined in the factorial design of
experiments.
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4.4.1. Chemical kinetic mechanism. The use of chemical kinetics mechanism for
auto-ignition modeling has been widely studied for liquids fuels such as gasoline. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, this thesis used Gri-Mech. 3.0 (Smith et al., 1999), a detailed
chemical kinetics mechanism compound by 365 elementary reactions and 53 species.
The thermochemical properties of the chemical species were estimated by using the
Nasa polynomial coefficients.

4.4.2. Engine model. A set of energy, mass and species equations were solved
simultaneously in order to model the engine. The input parameters that must be supplied
to the software were: combustion chamber geometry, Wiebe function constants,
compression ratio, combustion parameters, fuel composition, initial air-fuel temperature
and pressure, residual mass fraction of burned gasses. The next section describes the
methodology employed for estimating the combustion parameters of the test fuels.

4.4.3. Combustion parameter estimations. The estimations of the SOC and EOC
crank angle in ICE is difficult (Heywood, 1988). Some authors have defined SOC as
the crank angle corresponding the 1, 5 or 10% of MFB (Rousseau et al., 1999); however
these percentages are arbitrary selections. In this chapter a method to estimate the SOC,
ignition delay (ID) and combustion duration (CD) through the indicator diagram
analysis was proposed. This technique takes advantage on the fact that there is a linear
relationship between log10(P) and log 10(V/Vmax) during the compression and expansion
phase in the engine as shown in Figure 4-3. When the first derivative of log10(P) with
respect to log 10(V/Vmax) was calculated, it was observed that this value keeps constant
until the combustion begins to change the slope as shown in Figure 4-4. The period of
time between the ignition timing and the point where the combustion changes the linear
trend was defined as Ignition Delay (ID) or flame development period. Mathematically,
the ID was defined as:
Eq. 4-1

In this chapter, the crank angle at SOC (

) was defined as the crank angle

corresponding to the first change of slope as shown in Figure 4-4. This definition was
based on the observations done to the first derivative of the indicator diagram of the
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Figure 4-3 Indicator diagram with the estimated IT, SOC and EOC. Engine operating conditions: compression
ratio:17.3 , ∅=0.8 , IT=22.4º bTDC, fuel: 80% CH4 20%H2
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Figure 4-4 Graphical estimation of SOC, EOC, ID and CD from indicator diagram

engine at motoring operation, where there is not combustion. It was evidenced that near
to TDC where maximum gas compression takes place, there is a change of slope
because of the derivative tends to infinity near to this point. Because of the combustion,
is concluded that the first change of slope corresponds to combustion effects and the
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second due to proximity to the TDC and combustion effects. The end of combustion
was defined as the crank angle where the product

was maximum (Swarts, 2004),

where V is the combustion chamber’ volume and P is the in-cylinder pressure. The
difference between EOC and SOC was known as Combustion Duration (CD).
Mathematically, CD was defined as:
Eq. 4-2

Figure 4-4 shows a comparative analysis of the SOC and EOC defined in this thesis and
the SOC and EOC defined as 10 % and 90 % of MFB respectively. It is evident that
actual values of these parameters are close to those defined in this chapter.

4.4.4. Polytropic constant estimations from indicator diagram. Additional
information can be deduced from the indicator diagram. It can be demonstrated that:

Eq. 4-3

where

is the negative of the polytropic coefficient

of the compression phase in the

engine. This formulation is valid from any reference crank angle defined in the
compression phase. In this chapter, the IVC crank angle was defined as the reference
point. The linear correlation between

and

during the

compression phase can be expressed in terms of :

Eq. 4-4

where

is the slope of the line. To validate mathematically the Equation 4-4, it was

considered the in-cylinder pressure in motoring operation, which can be modeled by
means of the polytropic equation defined in equation Eq. 4-5 (Cuddihy, 2014):
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Eq. 4-5

By replacing Equation 4-5 into the left of Equation 4-4 (

, removing the

logarithm from the equation and after of some algebraic calculations it is concluded that
, i.e, the slope of the line represent the negative of the polytropic coefficient of
the compression and expansion phase of the engine. This conclusion can be generalized
for the combustion phase in the engine. The combustion phase of the engine can be
modelled as isochoric process, therefore the polytropic coefficient must tend to infinity,
(Moran, S. et al., 2010). This trend is observed in Figure 4-4 during the
combustion process. Polytropic coefficient for compression and expansion of
CH4/H2/Air mixture were 1.20 and 1.23 respectively. Similar observations can be found
in (Heywood, 1988) for conventional fuels and (Pipitone et al., 2015) for gasoline
propane mixtures. For improving accuracy in the estimation of this parameter, a filtered
engine pressure trace is required due to the effect of the signal noise could affect its
estimation.

4.4.5. MFB estimation from the in-cylinder pressure data. To improve the accuracy
of the engine model, MFB was estimated by using the in-cylinder pressure data and the
combustion chamber’s volume at ignition timing as reference (Zhu et al., 2003). The
pressure difference resulting from combustion between two crank angles can be
estimated as:

Eq. 4-6

where

,

volume values and

,

and

are the succeeding and preceding pressure and

is the polytropic coefficient determined experimentally. The net

pressure without any change of volume from ignition timing can be estimated by
multiplying the pressure difference defined in Equation 4-6 by a factor

:
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Eq. 4-7

The net pressure at each crank angle was defined as:

Eq. 4-8

where

and

are the evaluated and the preceding net pressure

respectively. Once established the EOC, the experimental MFB can be calculated from
Equation 4-9.

Eq. 4-9

This methodology can be validated by estimating the MFB through the methodology
developed by Rassweiler and Withrow (Heywood, 1988), who postulated that MFB can
be estimated as:
Eq. 4-10

where

,

,

and

are the pressure and volumes at ignition timing and EOC

respectively.
MFB profiles as a function of crank angle can be modelled by means of the Wiebe
function. The Chemkin Pro® software requires as input data the

and

constants and

the combustion parameters determined by using the methodology proposed in this
chapter. The Wiebe function is defined as (Heywood, 1988):
Eq. 4-11
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where

and

are adjustable constants that define the shape of the curve. When the

ignition timing is considered as SOC time, the constants a,

and the CD value change.

It was observed a correlation between these constants and those defined in this thesis.
The Wiebe function defined with IT as SOC was defined as:
Eq. 4-12

where

and

are the shape constants of the function. The correlations founded

between the constants and combustion duration parameters are:

Eq. 4-13

Eq. 4-14

Eq. 4-15

In equation 4-14,

is a tuning parameter, which value is approximately between

Figure 4-5 illustrates a comparison between the experimental MFB and the two
approaches considered. The former approach is the MFB curve deduced by considering
that SOC is equal to the ignition timing. The latter approach is the curve deduced from
Wiebe function with the constants estimated with the methodology proposed in this
thesis. Although the constants used in both methods were accurate, the one developed in
this project is more representative of the combustion process.

In Figure 4-6 was

compared the SOC and EOC of a mixture of 80% CH4 20%H2 at two different engine
operating conditions. It was observed that the combustion parameters estimated by
using the methodology proposed is more accurate than those estimated by considering
the percentages of MFB.
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Figure 4-5 MFB estimated by using Wiebe function. First approach consider SOC equal to IT. Engine
operating conditions: compression ratio: 10.4; ∅=0.9 ; IT=26.2º bTDC; fuel: 50% CH4 50%H2
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Figure 4-6 SOC, EOC estimation of 80% CH4 20%H2 mixture. Dashed lines: IT: 30° bTDC; Compression
ratio:11.2 ; stoichiometric mixture. Solid line: Compression ratio: 17.3; ∅=0.8; IT=22.4º bTDC
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4.4.6. Residual mass fraction estimation. Residual mass influences the combustion
characteristics of the fresh charge in the engine’s combustion chamber due to its effects
on the mass charge, temperature and laminar flame speed of the fuel. Its strong
influence on auto-ignition is based on its capacity for increasing slightly the MN of the
fuel. To take into account this effect, a residual mass fraction model was considered.
The residual mass fraction was defined as (Fox, Cheng, and Heywood, 1993):

∅

where

Eq. 4-16

is the compression ratio of the engine, ∅ the equivalence ratio, and

is the

exhaust and inlet gas pressure ratio in the engine. The residual mass fraction in the
model was considered as carbon dioxide. This equation has been used previously by
Cuddihy, (2014) for predicting the engine performance.

4.4.7. Inlet Valve Close air fuel temperature estimation. In this section, a
thermodynamic model to estimate the unburned gas temperature at IVC was developed.
It was considered a transient filling process, with heat transfer coming from the wall
cylinder. Residual gas from the exhaust process was considered. The intake gas pressure
was considered constant along of the process. The homogeneous air fuel mixture was
assumed to be ideal gas with homogenous properties in the combustion chamber.
Kinetic and potential energy effects were negligible. The intake process begins at 10º
aTDC and ends at 34º aBDC. The volumetric efficiency was assumed to be equal to 1,
i.e., the air fuel mixture fills the entire volume cylinder during the intake process.
Taking into account these assumptions, the energy balance was defined as:

Eq. 4-17

where
and

is the enthalpy of the fresh mixture,

is the final enthalpy of mixture

is the residual gas internal energy . The heat transfer

was considered to

come from the cylinder wall. The work made by the fresh air fuel mixture on the piston
head was defined as:
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Eq. 4-18

where

and

are the initial and final combustion chamber volume respectively. The

mass balance was defined as:
Eq. 4-19

From ideal gas law and constant specific heat capacity assumption, the enthalpy and
internal energy were defined as:

Eq. 4-20

Eq. 4-21

where the reference point has been establish to be 0K where

(Moran et

al., 2010). In addition, it is well known that specific heat capacity at constant volume is
related with heat specific ratio as:

where

The ideal gas relation of specific heat capacity

Eq. 4-22

was employed. Equation 4-

18, Eq.4-19, Eq. 4-20, Eq.4-21 and Eq. 4-22 were replaced in Equation 4-17 to obtain
after of some simplifications the following equation:

Eq. 4-23

It was observed that the end and the start of the process are the end and the start of the
intake process in the engine. This equation relates heat transfer coming from cylinder
wall, residual mass fraction, the fresh air fuel temperature and the temperature at IVC
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time. Moreover, it takes into consideration actual valve time events. This equation can
be validated by considering the following assumptions a) the start and the end of the
intake process occur in the top dead center and the bottom dead center respectively and
b) the process is adiabatic. Table 4-3 shows a comparative analysis between the
equations that are deduced from Equation 4-23 and those that are deduced by
considering the above assumptions. The latter equations agree with those reported by
Heywood (1988) by considering gasoline as fuel: In these equations
fuel’s low heating value and

represents the

is the exhaust and inlet gas pressures ratio.

It is important to highlight that the relation

in Equations 4-25 and 4-27

becomes into the compression ratio when valve events occur at top dead center and
bottom dead center. Also in Equation 4-24 the expression
compression ratio as
equation the expression

becomes into

is the clearance volume of the combustion chamber. In the same
becomes to be equal to 1.

Table 4-3 Comparison between the equations developed in this thesis and those reported by Heywood (1988)

(Heywood,1988)

This thesis
Eq. 4-24

Eq. 4-25

Eq. 4-26

Where

Where

Eq. 4-27

The unburned gas temperature at IVC time is influenced by heat coming from the
cylinder wall, compression ratio, exhaust and inlet pressure ratio, equivalence ratio and
the inlet temperature of air fuel mixture. When compression ratio was increased, the
residual gas mass decreased in the combustion chamber. The resulting air- fuel- residual
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gas mixture temperature at IVO time decrease leading to low gas temperature at the
beginning of the compression phase. In contrast, the increment of exhaust gas pressure
and equivalence ratio increases the residual gas fraction in the mixture. High
concentration of residual gas in the fresh air fuel mixture produces high temperature in
the mixture leading to high temperature at points near to the beginning of the
compression phase. Figure 4-77 and Figure 4-68 shows these trends by considering
CH4/H2 mixtures. In these figures were assumed adiabatic condition and the valve
events occur at top dead center and bottom dead center.
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Figure 4-7 Effect of compression ratio and exhaust
and inlet gas pressure ratio on temperature at
points near to BDC. Mixture: 50% CH4 50% H2.
Engine operating conditions: inlet temperature 313
K, Ø =0.93, specific heat ratio: γ=1.28
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Figure 4-8 Effect of equivalence ratio and exhaust and
inlet gas pressure ratio on temperature at points near
to BDC. Mixture: 50% CH4 50% H2. Engine operating
conditions: inlet temperature 313 K, rc=10.2, specific
heat ratio: γ=1.28

HEAT RELEASE ANALYSIS

The knock onset, individual knock intensity and maximum heat release rate have an
special relationship that has been studied by Kalghatgi et al., (1995) for PRF, alkylate,
toluene/n-heptane mixtures among other fuels. Their observations also include gaseous
fuels as butane and propane. In this section, a heat release analysis was performed to
verity if CO/CO2/CH4/H2 mixtures follow this trend. It is well known that heat release
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in the combustion process can be estimated by means of the volume’s combustion
chamber and the in-cylinder pressure as (Gatowski et al., 1984) :

Eq. 4-28

where

is the specific heat ratio at constant pressure and volume respectively. Equation

4-28 is valid when pressure is uniform and cannot be used once auto-ignition has been
developed (Bradley et al., 1996). However; due to auto-ignition period is small
compared with combustion phase, and the period previous to auto-ignition is an
important concern in this thesis, it was concluded that this approach was suitable. Figure
4-9 shows the heat release of two CH4/H2 mixtures at different engine operating
conditions. The heat specific ratio

used in Equation 4-28, was estimated by using

Chemkin Pro ® software.
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Figure 4-9 Heat release at different engine operating conditions. Solid line; IT=26.2 bTDC , ∅=0.9 , rc=10.9
,T_i=313 K , p_i=101 kPa , 900 rpm, KOCA=4.45 º aTDC. Dashed line; IT=22.4 bTDC , ∅=0.8 , rc=13 ,Ti=313
K , pi=101 kPa , 900 rpm, KOCA=8.84 º aTDC
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4.6.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this section a description of the methodology employed for modeling auto-ignition of
CH4/H2 mixtures was carried out. In addition, it was described the results of the
experiments. A brief discussion about the relationship between auto-ignition and heat
released was presented.
4.6.1. Results of the experiments. In Chapter 3 a qualitative analysis of the
relationship between the engine operating conditions and KOCA was carried out. In
this section, the effects of equivalence ratio, MN and ignition timing on KOCA and
CCR were evaluated. The statistical analysis of the data was carried out in Statgraphic
® software. As general conclusion, the engine operating conditions considered have a
remarkable influence on the auto-ignition of the fuels tested and CCR values. The
second order interactions between these factors were not significative for KOCA. This
result was evidenced in the regression model derived from the experimental data
obtained. Equation 4-29 is a tool for estimating KOCA as a function of MN, IT and ∅.

∅

Eq. 4-29

Figure 4-10 shows the effects considered on KOCA. When ignition timing was
retarded, both a lean mixture and a high MN fuel were required; therefore, the autoignition tendency in the engine decreases. The following engine operating conditions
were sensitive to produce high knock intensity: MN=50, IT = 30° bTDC and Ø=1. With
these factor levels, the KOCA values were always the minimum as shown in Figure 410. The increment of hydrogen concentration in the fuel decreases the KOCA value.
When the engine runs at stoichiometric conditions, KOCA decreases; in addition, if
ignition timing was advanced, the KOCA value also decreases. As conclusion, when
high auto-ignition tendency takes place, KOCA values are close to the TDC point.
There is a linear correlation between engine operating conditions and KOCA since there
was not evidence of curvature in Figure 4-9. This contrasts with the curvature in the
effects of engine operating conditions on CCR as shown in Figure 4-11. The
experimental CCR measured was obtained increasing compression ratio until achieve
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the desired knock intensity (KI=30). This correlation was represented by the regression
model shown in Equation 4-30. The factors and second order interactions were
statistically significant. In all cases, the regression models and its coefficients were also
significant.
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∅

∅
∅

Eq. 4-30

∅

In another hand, the effects of boost pressure on KOCA were evaluated through a onefactor analysis of variance (ANOVA). As previously mentioned, if boost pressure
increases, the fuel auto-ignition tendency also increases as shown in Figure 4-12.
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However, an inflection point was observed when boost pressure was between 130 and
140 kPa. The hypothesis raised to explain this inflection point is the increment of
residual gas coming from the exhaust process. Because of residual gases depend on the
inlet/exhaust pressure ratio and compression ratio, it was expected a substantial
influence of these gases. The low compression ratio and the high inlet/exhaust pressure
ratio used in the experiment, increase the residual gases concentration in the fresh airfuel mixture. It was observed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3-126 b) that addition of inert gases
to the fuel decrease the KOCA value. The increment of residual gases in the mixture
could have the same effect in this experiment. Although this trend was observed in
Figure 4-12, the results of the experiments concluded that there is not

statistical

evidence that the average KOCA corresponding to each level were different, i.e., boost
pressure increment does not affect KOCA in the engine.
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Figure 4-12 Variation of KOCA with boost pressure at stoichiometric mixture. Engine operating conditions:
IT= 22.4° bTDC , Ti=40°C. Fuel : 65% CH4 35%H2

4.6.2. Combustion parameters estimation. In this section a description of the
combustion parameter and polytropic coefficient determined at different engine
operating conditions is presented. These parameters are: SOC, ID and CD. The results
corresponding to the first replica of the factorial experiment are summarized in Table
4-3. Similar combustion parameters and Wiebe function constants were determined for
the second replica.
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Table 4-3 Resume of KOCA, SOC EOC, Wiebe function constants and polytropic coefficient (n) as a function of the engine
operating conditions

Run MN Ø

IT
KOCA
SOC
EOC
CCR
(deg.bTDC)
(deg.aTDC) (deg.bTDC) (deg.aTDC)

ID
(deg)

CD
(deg)

a

m

n

1

80

0.8

22.4

17.3

11.20

-16.7

17.8

5.7

34.5

23

2.3

1.21

2

50

0.9

26.2

10.4

4.19

-20.6

8.5

5.6

29.1

3.0

2.4

1.24

3

65

0.9

26.2

10.9

5.18

-20.9

9.8

5.3

30.7

3.1

2.4

1.24

4

80

0.8

30.0

13.1

4.69

-23.0

9.9

7.0

32.9

2.8

2.4

1.22

5

80

1.0

30.0

11.2

1.27

-24.6

5.0

5.4

29.6

2.8

2.4

1.23

6

65

0.9

30.0

11.1

0.29

-25.4

5.1

4.6

30.5

3.1

2.4

1.22

7

80

1.0

22.4

11.9

8.98

-18.1

12.8

4.3

30.9

2.8

2.6

1.23

8

50

0.8

22.4

13.0

8.71

-18.0

13.6

4.4

31.6

2.6

2.4

1.22

9

65

0.9

22.4

11.6

8.57

-18.5

12.7

3.9

31.2

2.8

2.6

1.23

10

65

1.0

26.2

10.4

3.06

-21.1

7.0

5.1

28.1

3.1

2.4

1.24

11

80

0.9

26.2

12.1

6.13

-21.3

10.9

4.9

32.2

2.7

2.4

1.23

12

65

0.8

26.2

12.3

6.04

-21.3

11.7

4.9

33.0

2.7

2.4

1.22

13

65

0.9

26.2

11.0

5.07

-20.6

9.0

5.6

29.6

2.4

2.4

1.22

14

50

1.0

30.0

9.8

3.57

-21.1

7.5

8.9

28.6

2.9

2.4

1.25

15

50

0.8

30.0

11.5

0.86

-25.1

5.3

4.9

30.4

2.8

2.4

1.23

16

50

1.0

22.4

10.2

6.78

-17.7

10.8

4.7

28.5

3.0

2.4

1.25

Taking into consideration the MFB determined per each experimental point, it was
concluded that the SOC calculated by using the methodology proposed in this thesis
corresponds to approximately 0.42% of MFB. This result reveals that the most suitable
SOC definition for CH4/H2 mixtures is 1% of MFB. This result agrees with the
observations done by Rousseau et al., (1999) for natural gas engines. An explanation to
this is the high hydrogen concentration that causes high flame front speed. The average
Wiebe constant parameter for these fuels are different from those recommended by
Heywood (1988) (

and

with

.

and

) . Actual mass fraction burned have been fitted

In another hand, it was evidenced a strong correlation between the compression ratio
and the polytropic coefficient. This correlation is influenced by the heat transfer inside
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the combustion chamber during combustion phase. The polytropic coefficients
determined are ranging from 1.21 to 1.25. This wide range of values represent different
heat transfer regime, which depends on the engine operating conditions. Polytropic
coefficient near to 1.25 and 1.21 represent low and high heat loss during combustion
process respectively. During the tests, high heat loss was observed at high compression
ratio, which is shown in Figure 4-13 where the polytropic coefficients decrease at high
compression ratios. These conclusions agree with the thermodynamic theory (Moran et
al., 2010). If the combustion process is assumed to be adiabatic, the average polytropic
coefficient becomes into specific heat ratio , which is equal to 1.28 for these fuels.
When there is high heat loss regime in the combustion phase, this coefficient tends to 1,
which is the value of the coefficient for isothermal process. The specific heat ratio was
calculated by using Chemkin Pro ® software during the simulations by considering
adiabatic combustion chamber.
According to the results of the experiment, the engine operating conditions affect the
CD and ID of the fuels inside the combustion chamber; in particular, the CD is
influenced by MN, IT, and ∅. If MN decrease (hydrogen concentration increases in the
fuel), it is expected that CD increases because of the high flame speed of the air fuel
mixture.
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Figure 4-13 Correlation between compression ratio and polytropic coefficient for mixtures of H2/CH4 at engine
operating conditions defined in Table 4-3
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At lean conditions where nitrogen concentration increases with respect to stoichiometric
conditions, the CD increases as was expected. Figure 4-14 illustrates the effects of
significant engine operating conditions on CD.
Ignition delay, which represents the flame development period is affected by IT as
shown in Figure 4-15. This observation was evaluated by Rousseau et al. (1999) for
natural gas engines who found the same trend. This is caused by the reduction of the
unburned gas temperature and pressure when ignition timing is advanced. This
operating condition is unfavorable for the flame development in the combustion
chamber.
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4.6.3. Correlation between KOCA and Maximum Heat Release Rate (MHRR)
There is a strong correlation between KOCA and MHRR (maximum heat release rate)
in a cycle with auto-ignition. Figure 4-16 shows the equivalence line, which represents
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the correlation between these parameters. Before the auto-ignition takes place, there is
an increment of the unburned gas temperature produced by the high concentration of
intermediate species, which promote auto-ignition. This concentration increment is
reflected through the MHRR in the combustion chamber. Similar observations were
done by Kalghatgi et al.,(1995) for PRF 90 ( 90% Iso octane and 10 % n-heptane). It is
important to highlight that Figure 4-16 was plotted by considering different CH4/H2
mixtures, equivalence ratio, compression ratio and IT. It is concluded that same pattern
was observed for gaseous fuels and PRF fuels, which indicate that there is a common
factor that govern the chemistry of auto-ignition for both PRF of liquids and gaseous
fuels. Another conclusion derived from Figure 4-16 are focused in the time of the
events. It is observed that the MHRR occurs first that the auto-ignition; therefore,
KOCA is greater than MHRR. This is caused by the heat released by the elementary
reactions that promotes the formation of the active radical species.
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Figure 4-16 Correlation between KOCA and MHRR for CH4/H2 mixtures

.

4.6.4. Auto-ignition estimation by using a Detailed Chemical Kinetic Mechanism.
The objective of this section is to verify the thesis’s hypothesis. It was evaluated if the
reference chemical model is suitable for predicting the auto-ignition of CH4/ H2
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mixtures; these predictions involve determining with accuracy the KOCA values at
different engine operating conditions. The sensitive elementary reactions evaluated in
Chapter 2 were examined in the two-zone engine model. The experimental pressure
trace and KOCA were used to compare with numerical estimations. Although heat loss
is an important factor that influences auto-ignition, an adiabatic combustion chamber
was considered in the model as a first approximation. This assumption was considered
for two reasons: the former to induce auto- ignition due to lack of accuracy of the
mechanism; the latter to isolate the heat transfer effects on auto-ignition. The set of
equations of energy, mass and species were solved by using the Closed Internal
Combustion Engine Simulator of Chemkin Pro® software. The engine operating
conditions, fuel compositions and combustion parameters estimated previously were
used as input data of the two-zone auto-ignition model. The initial state (pressure and
temperature) of the fresh air fuel mixture defines the pressure and temperature gas path
during the compression and combustion phase. The estimations of pressure trace and
KOCA were sensitive to the residual gas fraction, pressure and temperature at IVC.
Equations 4-16 and 4-25 were used to estimate the residual mass fraction and the IVC
temperature. The initial air-fuel mixture temperature was assumed to be 300 K for all
points evaluated.
The engine operating conditions defined in the factorial design of experiment were
defined to promote auto-ignition of the fuels during the tests. However, auto-ignition
was not observed in the engine model when actual engine conditions were considered.
These results were examined by considering both the reference kinetic model and the
reference kinetic model with the modification III defined in Chapter 2. It was observed
that the assumption of adiabatic combustion chamber was not enough to induce the
auto-ignition. The computed unburned gas temperature did not increase the reaction rate
required to produce the active radicals. Based on the above observation, it was
concluded that the lack of accuracy of the reference chemical kinetic mechanism was
evident. To promote the auto-ignition of the mixtures, an increment of the unburned gas
temperature at IVC timing was used. This hypothetical condition contributes to the
concentration increment for both the radicals OH, HO2 and the intermediate specie
H2O2, which promote auto-ignition. The IVC temperature was used as a tuning
parameter, which was increased until the estimated KOCA matches with the
experimental KOCA. This increment compensated the lack of accuracy of the kinetic
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model used. A similar methodology was employed by Gersen et al., (2016) who
increase the initial temperature 46K to induce auto-ignition in the model for Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG), Natural Gas (NG) and H2/CO mixtures.

To verify the accuracy of the estimations, a relative error was defined as:

Eq. 4-31

where each integral correspond to the area under the experimental and numerical
pressure trace. These errors were estimated per each run and are shown in Figure 4-17.
The difference between the numerical and experimental pressure traces are caused by
two sources: the former due to the inaccuracy of the kinetic model used and the latter
due to the adiabatic assumption. The heat transfer between cylinder gases and the
cylinder wall, cylinder head and piston during compression and combustion phase are
significative at high compression ratio. It was observed that at lean conditions the error
decrease considerably.
The unburned gas temperature at IVC estimated with Equation 4-25 was used by
assuming an inlet air-fuel mixture temperature of 300K. For these estimations actual
valve timing events were considered where the inlet valve opens at 350 º bTDC and
closes at 146° bTDC. These estimations are an approximation of the actual unburned
gas temperature and were considered as the baseline case. The additional increment of
temperature with respect to the obtained with Equation 4-25, is an indicator of the
inaccuracy of the kinetic model used as reference. When compression ratio was
increased, the average unburned gas temperature inside the combustion chamber was
also increased. This high temperature improves the accuracy of the mechanism, which
has been optimized at intermediate and high temperature. This trend is observed in
Figure 4-18 where engine operating point with low compression ratio required a high
increment of the computational IVC temperature. The same trend observed in Figure 22 of Chapter 2 was examined in Figure 4-18. As the IVC unburned gas temperature
decreases (low compression ratio), the inaccuracy of the mechanism increases for
predicting KOCA in the auto-ignition model.
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Figure 4-17 Experimental and numerical pressure trace and KOCA at different engine operating conditions
and CH4/H2 mixture.
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4.7.

CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions derived from this chapter are described as follows:

 The MN, equivalence ratio and ignition timing at constant inlet temperature and output
power have a remarkable influence on KOCA and CCR.
 According to an-one analysis of variance (ANOVA), the boost pressure does not
influence KOCA. If boost pressure increases, KOCA slightly decreases.
 A method was proposed to estimate SOC, EOC and CD of CH4/H2 mixtures from
indicator diagram. This method allows estimating representative combustion
parameters, which depends strongly on the fuel compositions, equivalence ratio and
ignition timing.


A correlation for estimating IVC unburned gas temperature, residual gas fraction

and residual gas temperature were developed. These expressions match with those
reported by Heywood (1988) by considering that the valve events occur at top dead
center and bottom dead center. The results are consistent with theory.


Combustion parameters determined by using the methodology employed in this

thesis are suitable for Mass Fraction Burned modeling through Wiebe function. The
Wiebe function’ constants for CH4/H2 mixtures are a=2.8 and m=2.4. These values are
different of those recommended in the literature for hydrocarbon fuels, which values are
a=5.0 and m=2.0.


It was demonstrated that polytropic coefficient of compression and expansion

phase of the engine cycle is equal to the negative of slope of the linear region observed
in the indicator diagram. Average polytropic coefficient for CH4/H2 mixtures at lean and
stoichiometric conditions (Ø=0.8-1) are 1.23. As the polytropic coefficient decreases,
the compression ratio increases. This is caused by the heat transfer from cylinder gas to
head and wall cylinder of the engine.
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There is a linear correlation between KOCA and MHRR for CH4/H2 mixtures.

This result agrees with results obtained for liquids fuels (PRF 90).


The accuracy of the detailed chemical kinetic mechanism used as reference

decreases when engine runs at low compression ratio. This lack of accuracy is
evidenced when ignition delay time was estimated at low temperature in an adiabatic
constant volume reactor.
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Chapter 5
Development of an Empirical Model for
Predicting KOCA Based on Integral
Approach

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The development of empirical models for predicting auto-ignition in ICE is a progress
for understanding the combustion of gaseous fuels different of Natural Gas. As was
evidenced in the technical literature, the integral method has been employed for
modeling auto-ignition of PRF(Douaud and Eyzat, 1978; Pipitone et al., 2015; Song and
Song, 2016), Gasoline and Natural gas auto-ignition (Soylu and Van Gerpen, 2003).
Although there are kinetic models for modeling the auto-ignition of PRF and gasoline,
the empirical auto-ignition models are intresting due to its simplicity and easy
computational implementation. The lack of accuracy of chemical kinetic mechanisms
are compensated through the implementation of these models to the multi-dimensional,
and zero-dimensional engine models (Rostampour and Toosi, 2015).
In this chapter, a method for predicting the Knock Occurrence Crank Angle (KOCA)
through an empirical knock model based on integral approach was developed. The state
time-path of unburned gas inside the combustion chamber was obtained by combining
experimental in-cylinder pressure data and a thermodynamic model for unburned gas
temperature estimation. The Integral Mean Value Theorem approach was used to
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simplify the model. This approach was initially mentioned by Douaud and Eyzat,
(1978) for PRF and gasoline fuels. The factorial design of experiment 23 with axial and
central runs described in Chater 4 was used to provide the required experimental data.
5.2.

INTEGRAL MODEL APPROACH

Once the ignition delay time correlation for a specific air-fuel mixture is determined, the
Livengood and Wu Integral Method to predict knock is used. This method establishes that
auto-ignition takes place if the integral of the function
function

reaches the unity. T h e

is the ignition delay function that depends on the unburned gas

temperature and pressure. A n adapted version o f the Livengood and Wu Integral
Method as a function of crank angle is defined as (Soylu and Van Gerpen, 2003):

Eq.5-1

where KOCA is the Knock Occurrence Crank Angle and

is the reference crank

angle used for calculations. Some authors define this reference crank angle as the start
of the gas compression stroke (Hernandez, Serrano, and Perez, 2006); however, in this
thesis the IVC crank angle was selected as the reference timing. The inlet valve close
crank angle of the CFR engine was 146º bTDC.

5.3.

UNBURNED GAS TEMPERATURE ESTIMATION

Unburned gas temperature is the most important thermodynamic property that defines
the ignition delay time and the auto-ignition of fuels in ICE. The rate of production of
reactive radicals depends on the unburned gas temperature. Some experimental
techniques have been implemented for measuring this property, which have helped to
validate the different thermodynamic approaches

(Bood et al., 1997). These

thermodynamic models have demonstrated to be a suitable and reliable approximation
for computational implementation (Pipitone et al., 2015). In this chapter, three
approaches to estimate the unburned gas temperature were considered. It was described
in detail the mathematical formulation and assumptions considered for their
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development. These approaches are called as: single zone approach, two-zone approach
and single step model.
5.3.1. Single zone approach.

In this approach the combustion chamber was

considered adiabatic with homogeneous gas properties. The energy equation was
defined as:
Eq. 5-2

where each expression of Equation 5-2 were defined as:

Eq.5-3

Eq.5-4

and
Eq.5-5

Equation 5-5 is the Net Heat Release of the air-fuel mixture inside the combustion
chamber. This equation is suitable due to the elementary reactions that produce the
radical species (OH, HO2) release heat during the compression phase in the engine.
Multiplying Equation 5-5 with the inverse of the gas constant and by replacing
Equations 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 in Equation 5-2, the following expression was obtained:

Eq.5-6

According to ideal gas law is well known that:
Eq.5-7

and:
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Eq.5-8

By replacing Equation 5-7 and Equation 5-8 in Equation Eq.5-6 and after of some
mathematical operations was obtained:

Eq.5-9

This equation can be simplified by multiplying both sides of Equation 5-9 by

:

Eq.5-10

Equation 5-10 is equivalent to the following linear differential equation, which can be
solved by using the integrating factor method:

Eq.5-11

After some mathematical manipulations the integrating factor obtained is:
Eq.5-12

By using the integrating factor, the solution of Equation 5-11 is:

Eq.5-13
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The initial conditions were defined as:

Eq.5-14
Eq.5-15
Eq.5-16

where

and

crank angle (

are measured experimentally. The temperature at inlet valve close
is determined through Equation 4-25 defined in Chapter 4. By using

the initial conditions defined in Equations 5-14 – 5-16 the constant was found to be:

Eq.5-17

Taking into account the constant value, it was concluded that the single zone
temperature is defined as:

Eq.5-18

This results is similar to those obtained by Ganestam ( 2010), who considered the
following assumptions: a) the air fuel mixture behaves as ideal gas and b) the product of
the mass trapped in the combustion chamber and the gas’s constant during the
compression and combustion phase keep constant (

where

is a constant).

5.3.2. Two-step model approach. This approach was derived from the two-zone
model proposed by Ganestam (2010). The unburned gas temperature was estimated
through two steps: the first step considered the unburned gas temperature before the
ignition timing; and the second step considered the unburned gas temperature after of
the ignition timing. The unburned gas temperature before ignition timing can be
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estimated through Equation 5-18. The temperature of unburned gas after the ignition
timing was estimated by considering a polytropic compression:

Eq.5-19

where

is the polytropic coefficient in the compression phase. This coefficient was

determined experimentally in Chapter 4 as a function of the operating engine condition.
According to this assumption, the volume of the unburned gas inside the combustion
chamber can be estimated as:

Eq.5-20

where

and

are the unburned gas volume and in-cylinder pressure respectively.

From ideal gas law and considering the ignition timing crank angle as the reference
crank angle, it was concluded that unburned gas temperature, combustion chamber’s
volume and pressure are related as:

Eq.5-21

By replacing Equation 5-21 in Equation 5-20 was concluded that the unburned gas
temperature is defined as:

Eq.5-22

where
Eq.5-23

As conclusion; the unburned gas temperature can be estimated as:
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Eq.5-24

This formulation was used by Pipitone et al.,(2015) for estimating the unburned
temperature of gasoline-propane mixtures.

5.3.3. Single step model approach. This approach is based on the ideal gas law
assumption. It was proposed that unburned gas temperature can be estimated as:

Eq.5-25

The objective is to determine the unburned gas mass and volume, and then replace this
value in Equation 5-25. From ideal gas law is deduced that:
Eq.5-26

To obtain Equation 5-26, it was assumed that molecular weight of the trapped gas is
constant during the compression phase. By considering a polytropic compression
process, it was possible to define the ratio

as:

Eq.5-27

The Equation 5-26 and Equation 5-27 were combined and after of some mathematical
manipulations, it was concluded that unburned gas volume can be estimated as:
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Eq.5-28

Later, Equation 5-25 and Equation 5-28 were combined. It was concluded that unburned
gas temperature is equal to:

Eq.5.29

The trapped mass, which is the initial charge in the combustion chamber of the engine,
can be estimated as:
Eq.5-30

Finally, the unburned gas temperature can be calculated as:

Eq.5-31

In this thesis, the unburned gas temperature in the compression phase was estimated by
using Equation 5-31. There are two reasons to justify this selection: a) their easy
implementation in computational codes and b) the estimations of the polytropic
coefficients that were carried out in Chapter 4. Figure 5-1 shows a comparison of the
unburned gas temperature estimated by using the different deduced models.

Two steps approach also uses the polytropic coefficient; however, in the combustion
phase this coefficient begins to change dramatically tending to infinity. The third
approach instead, considers a polytropic compression process, which are suitable for
this analysis. It was evidenced that the single zone approach and the Chemkin Pro®
estimations overpredicted the unburned gas temperature. It is important to highlight that
Chemkin Pro ® predictions consider an adiabatic combustion chamber and the singlezone approach is an average temperature of the burned and unburned gases in the
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compression and combustion phase. In each case, the temperature at inlet valve close
crank angle (146º bTDC ) was estimated through Equation 4-25.
Figure 5-2 shows a comparison between the unburned gas temperature estimated for
different fuel blends and engine operating conditions. The polytropic coefficient
depends on the heat transfer regime in the combustion chamber, which is influenced by
the initial thermodynamic state of the air-fuel mixture. However, it was observed that
polytropic coefficient did not change much despite of the different fuel compositions
and engine operating conditions considered. With the same polytropic coefficient, the
temperature trace follows different path due to the strong influence of engine operating
conditions. For example, the operating point with high compression ratio and methane
concentration (run 1) shows a high unburned gas temperature peak. The run 8 shows the
lower unburned gas temperature peak due to its moderate compression ratio and low
concentration of methane. The third approach was used in the next section for
determining the constants of the ignition delay model proposed. The engine operating
conditions of run 1, 2, 4 and 8 were described in Chapter 4.

2840

Single zone approach
Two steps approach

Gas Temperature (K)

2340

Third approach
Chemkin
1840

IT=22.4°bTDC
1340

EOC= 17.8 ° aTDC

840

340
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-96

-46

4
Crank angle (deg.)
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Figure 5-1. Unburned gas temperature by using the three approaches for 80% CH4 20%H2. Engine operating
conditions: ∅=0.8, Compression ratio: 17.3 , IT= 22.4º bTDC, Inlet temperature: 40ºC, 900 rpm.
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Figure 5-2 Unburned gas temperature estimated for run 1, Run 2 , Run 4 and Run 8 by considering different
polytropic coefficients

5.4.

DETERMINATION OF EMPIRICAL MODEL PARAMETERS

This section describes the methodology employed to determine the constants of the
auto-ignition model. For this purpose, an optimization technique was performed similar
to that employed by Douaud and Eyzat ( 1978) and Soylu and Van Gerpen, (2003). The
cycle by cycle KOCA and the in-cylinder pressure collected from the factorial
experiment at different engine operating conditions and CH4/H2 mixtures were used as
input data. The knock detection method employed was explained in detail in Chapter 3.
The statement of the optimization problem is described as follow:

To find the parameters:
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which minimize the cost function:

Eq.5-32

where

is the number of cycles with knocking at KI=30, KOCAk is the knock

occurrence crank angle of the cycle k and

and

are the set of constants that

will be determined. The value of these constants are used to deduce an ignition delay
time function that depends on the engine operating conditions and MN of the fuel as
shown in Equation 5-33:
Eq.5-33

5.4.1. A modified formulation of the integral model. In this section, a modified
formulation of the integral model for determining KOCA is described. The new
formulation is based on the first mean value theorem. This theorem states that if

is

a continuous function on the interval

is

, which is defined on

an integrable and positive semi-definite function on the interval
exist a

, and

, then

such that

Eq.5-34

If it is assumed that

for all

in

then exist a

such that:

Eq.5-35
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where

correspond to the mean value of the function

on the interval

. Temperature and pressure trace history are both positive and completely
known prior to calculation, thus the mean value theorem for integrals can be applied.
Figure 5-3 shows schematically the function
integral of these functions along the interval
the above, the mean value of the function

and its means value

. The

is equal to one. According to
is defined as:

Eq.5-36

Thus, it can be concluded that:

Eq.5-37

.
Figure 5-3 Graphical interpretation of the Integral mean Value theorem applied for KOCA estimation.

This expression allows estimating KOCA as a function of

and

, which are

defined as characteristic pressure and temperature. These parameters represent the
temperature and pressure path of the unburned gas in the engine’s combustion chamber.
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A second optimization process was carried out in order to estimate these characteristic
parameters. These parameters depend on the engine operating conditions, fuel
composition and the initial state of the air-fuel mixture. The statement of the second
optimization problem is defined as follow:

To find

and

which minimize the cost function:

Eq.5-38

The cost function was defined with the following constraints:

For a given engine operating conditions, this process was carried out per each cycle
with high knock intensity. The characteristic pressure

and temperature

of

each run is the average of the characteristic pressure and temperature of each cycle of
the run. This methodology was applied to different engine operating conditions defined
in the design of experiment.
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5.5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section a description of the results obtained in the optimization problem are
described. The results were summarized in Table 5-1 and 5-2. From these data,
regression models were developed to estimate the integral model constants. The models
are reported as a function of the engine operating conditions and MN of the fuel. The
best models that explain the variability of the process are:
Eq.5-39

∅

∅

Eq.5-40

∅

Eq.5-41

∅

∅

∅

Eq.5-42

The models proposed are significative and the assumptions of normality of the data,
homoscedasticity and independence were validated. The parameter

was established

to be constant for simplicity. Moreover, accurate results were obtained by considering
this approximation. The value selected for this constant was calculated as the average of
the 32 values obtained in the optimization problem.
The characteristic temperature can be deduced by using the Equation 5-31 as a function
of the characteristic pressure. Accurate results were obtained with this approach:

Eq.5-43

The temperature at IVC (

) crank angle can be estimated by using Equation 4-25.

Because it was assumed adiabatic conditions for estimating unburned gas temperature,
the polytropic coefficient

becomes the specific heat ratio (

). Nevertheless,
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similar results were obtained by considering polytropic coefficient and specific heat
ratio. This formulation requires prior knowledge of

, which correspond to the fuel-

air mixture pressure at inlet valve close crank angle. This problem can be solved by
considering that pressure is approximately equal to inlet boost pressure. This
assumption can be assumed due to the few variation of pressure during the intake
process and early stage of compression phase. A positive difference of 2 kPa between
the air-fuel pressure from IVO to IVC crank angle was observed. These equations are
valid within equivalence ratio, MN and IT levels considered in the experiments.
A strong correlation was evidenced between engine operating conditions and the
optimal set of model parameters obtained in the optimization problem. Figure 5-4
illustrates the relationship between the model parameter

and the CCR/IT ratio. This

parameter defines the unburned gas pressure effect on auto-ignition of the fuel. The
trend of X2 is slightly affected by the increment of the compression ratio. This
increment promotes auto-ignition of the fuel inside the combustion chamber, which is
consistent with the observations. Similar observations can be deduced from the IT
effects. An advance (or increment) of the IT increases the pressure effect on the autoignition of the fuel. Figure 5-5 shows a strong correlation between activation energy
coefficient

and CCR. This parameter describe the synergy that exist between the

unburned gas temperature and CCR. Low activation energy coefficient represents high
auto-ignition tendency of the fuel due to the ignition delay time function tends to
decrease significantly. This observation matches with the high CCR effect, which is
represented by a high unburned gas temperature in the combustion chamber.

The consistency of characteristic pressure

and temperature

were evaluated

in Figure 5-6. This figure illustrates the relationship between CCR and
ratio. These parameters represent the thermodynamic state of the air-fuel mixture when
auto-ignition takes place. Therefore, it is expected that the effects of these parameters
must be similar that the effects of the unburned gas pressure and temperature. When
characteristic pressure increases, the ignition delay time function decreases drastically.
This behavior promotes the auto-ignition of the fuel.
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Table 5-1. Optimal constant coefficients of the integral model and characteristics temperature and pressure of the first round of the
experiment
KOCA

Run

MN

∅

IT(°bTDC)

1

80

0.8

22.4

1.1279

-0.7870

0.2308

311.290

464.000

11.20

2

50

0.9

26.2

1.1318

-0.7870

0.2439

281.280

457.660

4.9

3

65

0.9

26.2

1.1320

-0.7882

0.2442

278.220

456.570

5.18

4

80

0.8

30.0

1.1302

-0.7846

0.2395

290.770

458.750

4.69

5

80

1.0

30.0

1.1287

-0.7728

0.2382

311.030

462.720

1.27

6

65

0.9

30.0

1.1306

-0.7793

0.2447

283.920

451.920

0.28

7

80

1.0

22.4

1.1303

-0.7884

0.2386

294.610

460.210

8.97

8

50

0.8

22.4

1.1291

-0.7850

0.2368

303.410

458.840

8.71

9

65

0.9

22.4

1.1306

-0.7881

0.2412

291.880

457.090

8.57

10

65

1.0

26.2

1.1310

-0.7828

0.2449

284.460

453.110

3.05

11

80

0.9

26.2

1.1304

-0.7866

0.2398

291.000

458.970

6.12

12

65

0.8

26.2

1.1305

-0.7859

0.2405

290.490

458.030

6.03

13

65

0.9

26.2

1.1318

-0.7877

0.2449

280.470

455.630

5.07

14

50

1.0

30.0

1.1319

-0.7855

0.2470

279.240

452.700

3.57

15

50

0.8

30.0

1.1309

-0.7812

0.2457

281.590

451.220

0.86

16

50

1.0

22.4

1.1314

-0.7875

0.2441

285.680

455.460

6.77

(kPa)

(K)

(deg.)
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Table 5-2 Optimal constant coefficients of the integral model and characteristics temperature and pressure of the second round of the experiment

KOCA

Run

MN

∅

IT(°bTDC)

17

80

0.8

22.4

1.1284

-0.7876

0.2312

307.620

465.240

10.75

18

50

0.9

26.2

1.1314

-0.7850

0.2450

283.340

454.240

3.52

19

65

0.9

26.2

1.1330

-0.7895

0.2486

271.910

453.610

5.89

20

80

0.8

30.0

1.1307

-0.7863

0.2407

286.540

458.370

4.56

21

80

1.0

30.0

1.1319

-0.7849

0.2453

276.530

455.550

1.32

22

65

0.9

30.0

1.1315

-0.7822

0.2472

277.790

450.990

0.70

23

80

1.0

22.4

1.1321

-0.7940

0.2425

280.200

460.050

9.43

24

50

0.8

22.4

1.1300

-0.7889

0.2376

296.870

460.770

9.40

25

65

0.9

22.4

1.1322

-0.7936

0.2434

280.640

459.090

9.24

26

65

1.0

26.2

1.1333

-0.7906

0.2486

268.810

455.010

3.84

27

80

0.9

26.2

1.1322

-0.7923

0.2434

278.420

459.230

7.31

28

65

0.8

26.2

1.1314

-0.7908

0.2410

285.830

460.160

7.60

29

65

0.9

26.2

1.1330

-0.7896

0.2487

271.930

453.600

2.99

30

50

1.0

30.0

1.1332

-0.7849

0.2516

265.170

450.120

-0.95

31

50

0.8

30.0

1.1322

-0.7867

0.2462

275.510

455.120

2.83

32

50

1.0

22.4

1.1331

-0.7913

0.2489

273.910

453.360

7.23

(KPa)

(K)

(deg.)
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Figure 5-4 Correlation between CCR/ IT ratio and pressure coefficient of the empirical auto-ignition model
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Figure 5-6 Effect of CCR on characteristic pressure and temperature
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An increment in the CCR represents high auto-ignition tendency of the fuel, being
consistent with the observations done.
To verify that the optimization technique used was appropriate, an error function was
defined as:

Eq.5-45

If the model parameters are optimal, the error function must tend to zero at crank angles
near to KOCA. To develop this analysis, an arbitrary selection of operating point in the
experiment was carried out. The operating point selected were: Run 1,2,3 and 5. Figure
5-7 illustrates the error function for each operating point defined. It is observed that this
function tend to zero when crank angle are near to KOCA. The experimental KOCA can
be evaluated in Tables 5-1 and 5-2.
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Figure 5.7 Error function defined for five operating points for CH4/H2 mixtures

5.5.1. Auto-ignition prediction and model validation. In this section an evaluation of
the performance of the auto-ignition model was carried out. Figure 5-8 shows the
experimental KOCA and those estimated by using the present model. The experimental
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values of KOCA in Figure 5-8 are the average KOCA of each operating point of the
experiment. The points used in this figure are those used for developing the present
empirical model. These predictions are compared with the predictions done with
Equation 4-29, which is an alternative tool for predicting KOCA.

∅

Eq. 5-1

It is observed that the models proposed follow the variability of the experimental data;
in addition, accurate estimations were obtained.
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Figure 5-8. KOCA predictions by using the empirical model and the regression model

To validate the model proposed, additional runs were carried out. Table 5-3 shows eight
intermediate operating points that are within the levels of the factors defined in the
design of experiment. These intermediate points were obtained following the
methodology employed in Chapter 4. Figure 5-9 shows the prediction done with both
models. It is observed that these models follow the variability of the experimental data.
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Table 5.3 Intermediate operating points for the validation of the models proposed

KOCA (deg.)
Run

MN

∅

IT
(ºbTDC)

Exp

Regression
Model

This
model

1

55

0.85

24

7.1

7.3

8.0

2
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28

1.5

4.3

5.1

3

78

0.98

29

1.5

4
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Figure 5-9 Prediction of KOCA for intermediate operating points

It is observed that the models overpredict KOCA in almost all cases. An explanation of
this is the uncertainty of the equivalence ratio and the fuel composition since these
parameters depend on the accuracy of the flowmeters used. Another explanation of this
difference is the error propagation of the typical error of the regression models
employed. However, the auto-ignition model is an interesting tool that can be
implemented in zero and multi-dimensional models.
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5.6.

CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive analysis of the influence of engine operating conditions and MN on
the auto-ignition in a C FR was developed. Based on the results obtained, the following
conclusions are described:


Empirical auto-ignition model is a suitable approach to determine KOCA at

different engine operating conditions and MN. This model is a contribution for
understanding the auto-ignition phenomena of gaseous fuels with variable MN.


There is a strong correlation between optimal model parameters and CCR since

explains the observations about the effects of variation of the pressure and temperature
of the unburned gas in the combustion chamber.


Characteristic pressure

and temperature

are representative

parameters of the thermodynamic state of air fuel gas inside the combustion chamber.
They explain the effects of CCR and IT on the phenomenon.


Single step model is a suitable approach for estimating unburned gas

temperature due to polytropic coefficient is known previously.
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Conclusions Future works and
Recommendations

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusions derived from this thesis are described as follows:


Strong deviation with respect to the experimental ignition delay time data was

obtained at low temperature for CO/CO2/H2 mixtures. This thesis demonstrated that
these deviations are also followed for H2/CH4 mixtures and natural gas.


The most sensitivity elementary reactions, which govern auto-ignition

phenomena are 2OH (+M)  H2O2(+M) and H+H2O2  HO2+H2. However, it was
observed that another elementary reaction, which plays an important role for the
estimations of ignition delay time of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures, is HO2+CO  OH+CO2;
Good results were obtained with the first two elementary reactions described. When
Cavaliere et al., (2010)’s modifications were applied, improvement on the ignition delay
time estimations were obtained without decrease accuracy in the laminar flame speed
estimations of CO/CO2/H2 and CH4/H2 mixtures.


An important contribution of this thesis is the demonstration that values of

individual KOCA is not affected by individual knock intensity. An- one factor analysis
of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluated this effect by considering constant engine
operating conditions. For this test, facility natural gas as reference fuel was employed.
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This result allows studying auto-ignition of a fuel without take into account the
variability of individual knock intensity during a test.



An empirical model for estimating MN of CO/CO2/H2 mixtures was proposed.

The MN as a function of the fuel composition is given by:

Strong deviation between experimental MN and those predicted by using AVL software
was evidenced, due to the high concentration of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in
the fuel. The model proposed represents a good tool for MN estimation of fuels with
high concentrations of these species.


There is a linear relationship between KOCA and MN regardless of the fuel

composition. As MN increases, KOCA also increases; this behavior is dominated by the
hydrogen concentration in the fuels.


The MN, equivalence ratio and IT influence KOCA and CCR. This conclusion is

based on the assumption of constant inlet temperature and output power. There is not
enough statistical evidence that increment of boost pressure affect KOCA. However, a
slight effect was evidence since KOCA decreased when boost pressure increased.


A contribution for estimating combustion parameters of gaseous fuels was

developed in this thesis. This method is based on indicator diagram and allows
estimating with accuracy SOC and EOC of fuels. It was demonstrated that the
parameters obtained are consistent with the Wiebe function for modeling MFB. Typical
values of the Wiebe function for these fuels are


and

.

A set of equations for estimating unburned gas temperature at IVC crank angle,

residual gas fraction and residual gas temperature were developed. These equations
consider heat transfer (coming from cylinder wall, head cylinder during intake process)
and residual gas effects. The general equation that relates this variables is given by:
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Eq. 4-23



It was demonstrated analytically that polytropic coefficient of compression and

expansion phase of the engine cycle is equal to the negative slope of the linear region
observed in the indicator diagram. Average polytropic coefficient for CH4/H2 mixtures
at lean and stoichiometric conditions (Ø=0.8~1) is 1.23. The adiabatic polytropic
coefficient, which is called the specific heat ratio, is equal to 1.28. The polytropic
coefficient decreases as compression ratio increases. This is caused by the heat transfer
from cylinder gas to head and wall cylinder of the engine.


The lack of accuracy of a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism was quantified

through a auto-ignition model. The observations are consistent with the observations
done to the mechanism for predicting ignition delay times of gaseous fuels such as
syngas and CH4/H2 mixtures. It was concluded that the accuracy of the mechanism
used as reference increases when engine runs at high compression ratio.


The empirical auto-ignition model developed in this thesis is a suitable tool to

determine KOCA under different engine operating conditions and MN. This model is a
contribution for understanding the auto-ignition phenomena of gaseous fuels with
variable MN.

6.2.

FUTURE WORKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To model auto-ignition of gaseous fuels by using detailed chemical kinetic mechanism
in ICE is an active field of research. It is imperative to produce experimental data of
ignition delay time of gaseous fuels at low temperature. This experimental data is
required to optimize the currents chemical kinetic mechanism for modeling autoignition of gaseous fuels.
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To improve the understanding of auto-ignition phenomena, it is required to consider
heat transfer. Heat transfer influences significantly auto-ignition and must be
determined experimentally in order to quantify its actual effect on KOCA.
The measurement of unburned gas temperature is important for developing accurate
auto-ignition models. This measurement allows optimizing actual chemical kinetic
mechanism by using KOCA as target data.
To generalize the use of the methodologies developed in this thesis, it is required to
apply the methodologies by using engines of different sizes fueled with other fuels.
A linear trend was observed between MN of the fuel and KOCA. It is required to verify
if this trend is the same with fuel blend that does not have hydrogen as component.
Although it was demonstrated that individual cycle by cycle KOCA is not affected by
individual knock intensity, and extrapolation of this conclusion cannot be done for
global knock intensity. It is required to design an experiment in order to verify if the
average KOCA corresponding to an operating point of the engine is affected by the
global knock intensity in the engine.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: Calibration curve determination

In this section a description of the methodology employed to determine the calibration
curve of the flowmeters used in the MN test is described.

Wet Test Meter
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)

Introduction:
A Wet Test Meter (WTM) measures a gas-volume flow by lifting rotating chambers out
of water. The water provides the seal so that the gas cannot bypass the chambers. The
chambers have a fixed volume. For example, in the Precision Scientific 3L Wet Test
Meter, four chambers at 0.75L each give a total volume of 3L per full rotation. The only
other variable is the water level, which must be set precisely.

Specifics about the Precision Scientific 3L Wet Test Meter:
Catalog Nr. 63126
Volume per rotation 3 L/min
Flow rate range: 0-13 L/min.
Note: Above 13 L/min (~10 SLPM depending on temperature and pressure), gas
bypasses the chambers and the result will be incorrect
Preparation:
3L Model: Close the Wet Test Meter at the bottom with the 1/4" pipe plug. Use Teflon
tape or grease on the plug to ensure proper sealing. For filling, use either the large
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stainless cap on top of the glass tube, or open the 1/4 pipe plug on top of the meter. Use
grease only at the top 1/4" pipe plug, so that no Teflon threads fall into the Wet Test
Meter.
0.25cft Model: Close the Wet Test Meter at the bottom with the plug. A Viton washer
provides a good seal. For filling, use the top opening that can hold a thermometer.
Level the Wet Test Meter and fill with distilled or deionized water up to the tip of the
needle.
Note: Never use tap water in the Wet Test Meter. Deposits will form and the meter
will become inaccurate and passages will block over time.
Close all plugs and connect the exhaust of the Wet Test Meter (upper fitting either on
top or in the top of the back) to a vent, but do not put unnecessary back pressure or
under pressure on the instrument. Connect the inlet (fitting in center of back) to your
gas source. For hazardous gases, make sure the outlet is connected to a vent with
nitrogen dilution and mild suction. Do not use gases that strongly absorb or react with
water (ammonia).
Measurement:
Start the flow through the Wet Test Meter at a flow rate that you want to calibrate at.
The pointer on the dial will start to rotate. Wait a few minutes, so that the Wet Test
Meter can equilibrate by allowing it to absorb or desorb gases from the water. Always
stop the Wet Test Meter for a short while to adjust the water level, by adding water to
the glass tube.
During the actual measurement, it is recommended to measure the time it takes to
complete several complete rotations. To gain a good precision, allow the meter to run at
least 2-3 minutes.
After the measurement is completed, divide the total volume by the time in minutes
(minutes+seconds/60). This will give the uncorrected volume flow in L/min.
Correction:
Once the volume flow rate is determined from the number of rotations and time, a series
of corrections need to be made.
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The corrections are necessary because the gas in the Wet Test Meter is not at standard
temperature, standard pressure, and it contains water vapor from evaporation.
Pressure correction:
The pressure inside the Wet Test Meter is measured against ambient pressure via a
manometer tube containing water. From this manometer, the height difference can be
read in inches of water. If the temperature of that water is assumed to be the same as in
the Wet Test Meter, the density of water can be calculated using a fit:
water [kg/m3] = 1001.1 - 0.0867*TWTM[C] - 0.0035*TWTM[C]^2

Eq. A1

TWTM: Temperature of Wet Test Meter. Read from the thermometer at the bottom (3L
Model) or top (0.25cft Model). Note, that the Wet Test Meter will be colder than the
ambient temperature due to the continuous water evaporation.
The pressure inside the Wet Test Meter then follows:
Eq. A2

where:
pamb[atm]: Ambient barometric pressure
p [in. H2O]: Pressure difference between Wet Test Meter and ambient in inches of
water (read from manometer on Wet Test Meter).
Since the gas leaving the Wet Test Meter is saturated with water, the vapor pressure is
needed at the operating temperature. It is calculated from the Antoine equation:
Eq. A3

The corrected volume flow at standard conditions is then calculated from the
uncorrected volume flow by removing the water content, multiplying by the pressure
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and temperature correction. This assumes that the standard conditions for SLPM are
0C (273.15 K) and 1 atm. Note, that the temperature of the water in the Wet Test:
Eq.A4

RH : Relative Humidity as fraction. 1 refers to full saturation of the gas with water.
TWTM[K]: Temperature of Wet Test Meter (read from the thermometer at the bottom).
Simplifying the equation leads to the following final equation:

Eq.A5

Figure A1 describes the calibration curves estimated for each flow-meters for MN
measurements tests.
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Figure A1. Calibrations curve for MN measurements.
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Appendix B: Methane Number uncertainty determination

By definition, the MN of a fuel blend is equal to the volumetric fraction of methane in a
binary mixture of hydrogen and methane. Therefore, the Methane Number is given by:

Eq. B1

Thus, the MN uncertainty due to reference gas compositions is defined as:

Eq.B2

where :

Eq.B3

Eq.B4

When MN is greater than 100, the MN is defined as:

Eq.B5

The MN uncertainty due to reference gas compositions is defined as:
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Eq.B6

where
Eq.B7

Eq.B8

Mathematically, the flow-meters uncertainties are defined as:

Eq.B9

Eq.B10

Eq.B11

where

represents the uncertainty of the flowmeter and

is the error

estimated by using the flowmeter calibration curve.
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INTRODUCTION
The efficient analysis of the experimental data obtained in the experiments requires a
large amount of time and computational resources. This document describes in detailed
the computational tool developed to carry out these analysis. The computational tool is
compound of three modules which has been programmed in VBA of Excel. The
modules are: KOCA Analysis, Mass Fraction Burned (MFB) and the Heat Release
Analysis. The raw data used consists in pressure traces of 1410 cycles as a function of
crank angle ranging from 360° bTDC to 360° aTDC with a step of 0.1 crank angle. This
means that there are available 7201 data points for processing manually, which is a
tedious work. Table C-1 shows the average time required for processing manually the
first 300 cycles of the 1410 cycles available.

Table C- 1 Average time required for processing manually 300 cycles

Process

Time(min)

Data Filtering and KOCA

168

Average MFB

140

Heat Release Analysis

105

Total

423

The objective of these programs is to optimize the analysis of a large amount of data.
The programs can be used regarding of the engine power and size.
The System Requirements needed to guarantee a correct performance of the programs
are described as follow:
a) The active version of the Excel program must be equal or greater than 2013 version.
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b) The developer option, and Macro permissions must be activated in Excel. If these
options are not active, the module will not work.
c) These modules must be handled as it is indicated in this document in order to obtain
good results.

MODULE 1: KOCA ANALYSIS
The objective of this module is to determine experimentally the Knock Occurrence
Crank Angle (KOCA) of a fuel as a function of a given engine operating condition.
Figure C-1 shows schematically the algorithm employed to determine the average
KOCA.

P(𝜃)

𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝜃

𝑑2𝑃/𝑑𝜃2

Filter

𝑑3𝑃/𝑑𝜃3

KOCA=
min [𝑑3𝑃/𝑑𝜃3 ]

Figure C- 1 Scheme of the KOCA ANALYSIS algorithm

This algorithm is applied to each filtered cycles, which are selected through the
individual knock intensity. Cycles with FFT amplitude higher than 1 were selected for
the analysis. From the individual KOCA estimated, a confidence interval of KOCA is
calculated by using the statistical distribution T-Student:
Eq.C1
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where

is the standard deviation of the sample, is the number of data in the sample,
is the arithmetic average of KOCA in the sample and

is the type l error of the

analysis.
The analysis starts by defining the SOC and EOC crank angles. These values are
determined previously by using the methodology proposed in Chapter 4. For instance,
Figure C-2 shows a dialog box with the interval where the combustion takes place; the
SOC is 50° bTDC and EOC is 40° aTDC. Depending on the fuel used, these values can
change. The negative value of the SOC means that the crank angle is before of the top
dead center (bTDC).

Figure C- 2 Dialog box for defining the SOC, EOC and the filter criteria as input data

The raw data must be organized according to Figure C-3. The sheet of Excel must
contain the in-cylinder pressure as a function of the crank angle and the knock intensity
defined as the maximum FFT. This data must be previously filtered in order to obtain
representative cycles with high knocking tendency. The KOCA analysis modulus
effectively filters the raw data coming from the data acquisition system. The knock
intensity must be defined in order to filter the data. This thesis considers as reference an
individual knock intensity of 1.
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Figure C- 3 Screenshot of the data after of the filter process

Once the data have been filtered, the module computes the characteristic KOCA, which
depend on the engine operating conditions and the fuel. Later, a GUI is displayed with
the desired information as shown in Figure C-4. The result obtained is the confidence
interval which is based on the T student’s distribution. In addition a plot of the third
derivative as a function of crank angle is shown to verify the most negative derivative
that defines KOCA. The computational time required to obtain this result is 5 minutes
approximately. This is a substantial reduction of time taking into account the time
required for processing the data manually.

Figure C-4 Dialog box displaying the results of the analysis
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MODULE 2: MASS FRACTION BURNED DETERMINATION
This module computes the Mass Fraction Burned (MFB) of each cycle recorded and
then the average MFB, which is used for modeling ICE. This module was developed by
using Excel (Visual Basic developer tool). The data obtained from this tool are: a plot
with the average MFB trace, the crank angle at 10% of MFB (SOC), crank angle at 90%
MFB (EOC) and the 50% MFB crank angle (Intermediate point). Moreover, the
combustion duration is given from the point SOC and EOC determined previously. The
input data required for the module are:
a) IT: Ignition Timing
b) rc: Compression ratio
c) Vd: Volume displacement of the engine
d) R: connecting rod length /radius ratio
A scheme of the module operation is illustrated in Figure C-5. The input data required
are: geometrical properties of the combustion chamber, in-cylinder pressure as a
function of the crank angle and the Ignition timing.

Start

End
Figure C-5 Scheme of the module operation for MFB estimation for one cycle
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This algorithm is applied to each filtered cycle; therefore, MFB of each cycle is possible
to obtain according to the necessity of the user. The equations used for MFB estimation
were describes in Chapter 4. However, in this section are described again:

Eq.C2

Eq.C3

By definition:
Eq.C4

Then:
Eq.C5

For a correct use of the module, the user needs to organize the in-cylinder pressure data
as appear in Figure C-6. It is important to highlight that the raw date must be carefully
handled as if it is not copied properly, wrong results will be obtained.

Figure C-6 Correct organization of the raw data
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The steps required for activating the module are described as follow: click on the
developer tab and then select the Macros command. A dialog box will appear wherein
the MFB option must be selected. Then, click on the Run button to execute the macro as
shown in Figure C-7.

1

2

Figure C-7 Steps required for activating the macro

Once the raw data has been processed, a GUI will appear as illustrated in Figure C-8.
The ignition timing and geometrical properties of the engine must be supplied by the
user. This option permits to analyze combustion process of engines of different size and
therefore different power. Then, press Input button for saving the data. When process
has finished successfully, a box dialog will appear with the message “successful
process” as illustrated in Figure C-9. Then, the “OK” button must be clicked for
displaying the results. Figure C-10 shows the results obtained which consist in the
average MFB of the cycles analyzed and the SOC, EOC and CD characteristic of the air
fuel mixture. To display the results, the “Show Values” button must be clicked.
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Figure C-8 Dialog box for supplying ignition timing

Figure C-9 Dialog box that indicates a successful

and geometrical properties of the engine

process

The time required for processing the data is around 10 minutes. There is a substantial
reduction of time, taking into consideration that the time required for process that data
manually was 140 min. If the user desires, the module also gives the individual MFB
which is recorded in a sheet of Excel.

Figure C-10 Average MFB and combustion properties obtained

MODULE 3: HEAT RELEASE ANALYSIS
The objective of this module is to estimate the Net Heat Released by the fuel. It uses the
ignition timing, the heat specific ratio, the in-cylinder pressure and the combustion
chamber’s volume as input data. Figure C-11 shows a schematic representation of the
algorithm implemented.
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Figure C- 11 Schematic representation of Heat Release algorithm

The geometric properties of the engine are used to compute de combustion chamber’s
volume. The equations used for this estimation was described in Chapter 4; however, it
is presented again as follow:

Eq. C-6

Figure C-12 illustrates the dialog box where the geometric properties of the engine are
supplied. To save the data, the “Ingresar” button must be clicked

Figure C-12 Screenshot of the dialog box used for supplying the geometric properties of the engine
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As mentioned above, this dialog box permits to analyze the heat released by a fuel
regarding of the engine size and power.
The equation used for estimating the heat release is given by:

Eq. C-7

The derivatives are calculated by means of Eq. 3-3. Figure C-13 shows the average Heat
Release estimated by means of the module developed. It is important to highlight that
the data that appear in the figure are arbitrary.

Figure C-13 Heat Release Analysis developed by means of the module

These modules are a useful tool for efficient analysis of a large amount of raw data.
According to Table C-2, a reduction of 90 % of time was achieved in comparison with
the analysis developed manually.
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Table C- 2 Time required for combustion analysis by using the modules developed in the present thesis

Process

Time(min)

Data Filtering and KOCA

10

MFB Determination

11

Heat Release Analysis

25

Total

46
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Appendix D : MATLAB CODES
function I=Integral(x)
global T_ivc n P Angle Koca
X1=x(1);
X2=x(2);
X3=x(3);
R=8.314;
I=zeros(length(Koca),1);
for i=1:length(Koca) %i representa el numero de ciclos
i;
P_ivc=P(1,i);
Tu=T_ivc*(P(:,i)/P_ivc).^((n-1)/n);
f=1./(X1*P(:,i).^-X2.*exp(7000.*X3./(R.*Tu)));
Ang_koca=Koca(i,1);
for j=1:length(P);
if (Angle(j)<=Ang_koca)&&(Angle(j+1)>Ang_koca)
Ind_koca=j;
end
end
I(i,1)=(trapz(Angle(1:Ind_koca),f(1:Ind_koca))-1)^2;
end
I=sum(I);
End

MAIN CODE TO FIND
clc
clear all
global T_ivc n P Angle Koca
load('DatosPresionCH4H2_27.mat')
T_ivc=365;
n=1.28;
P=DatosPresion(:,2:end);
Angle=DatosPresion(:,1);
X1=0.1;% Semillas
X2=0;% Semillas
X3=0;% Semillas
x0=[X1 X2 X3];
options
=optimset('Display','iter','MaxIter',10000,'MaxFunEvals',100000,'Algor
ithm','lm-line-search','TolFun',1e-15);
[X,fval] = fminunc(@Integral,x0,options);

MAIN
CODE
TO
TEMPERATURE

FIND

CHARACTERISTIC

PRESSURE

AND

clc
clear all
load('DatosPresionCH4H2_32.mat')
X1=1.1347;
X2=-0.79;
X3=0.2548;
R=8.314;
n=1.28;
T_ivc=365;
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for i=1:length(Koca)
theta_koca=Koca(i,1);
P=DatosPresion(:,i+1);
P_ivc=P(1,1);
Tu=T_ivc*(P/P_ivc).^((n-1)/n);
I=((theta_koca+146)./(X1.*P.^(-X2).*exp(7000*X3./(R*Tu)))-1).^2;
[~,IndP]=min(I);
P_car(i,1)=P(IndP,1);
T_car(i,1)=Tu(IndP,1);
%
plot(DatosPresion(:,1),I)
end
P_mean=mean(P_car);
T_mean=mean(T_car);
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Appendix E: Estimation of the standard uncertainty of target data: ignition delay
time

The standard uncertainty of experimental data reported in the literature was calculated
by using Microsoft Excel®. For example, the model proposed to estimate the standard
uncertainty of the data set reported by Peschke and Spadaccini (1985) is given by:
Eq.E1

The statistical analysis of the model proposed is shown in Figure E-1. The typical error
corresponds to the standard uncertainty of ignition delay time data.
Estadísticas de la regresión
Coeficiente de correlación múltiple 0,96715541
Coeficiente de determinación R^2 0,93538958
R^2 ajustado
0,92696213
Error típico

0,41479847

Observaciones

Estimated standard Uncertainty of ignition delay time data
ln (t)=0,4148

53

t = +/- 1,51

ms

ANÁLISIS DE VARIANZA
Regresión
Residuos
Total

Grados de libertad
Suma de cuadrados
Promedio de los cuadrados
F
Valor crítico de F
6 114,583502
19,0972504 110,993244
1,14437E-25
46 7,91465756
0,172057773
52 122,49816

Intercepción
ln[h2]
ln[co]
ln[co2]

Coeficientes
20,0351089
-0,06180091
-1,02394672
-0,86644657

Error típico
12,9661421
0,55066635
0,3277798
0,34862326

Estadístico t
Probabilidad
1,545186587 0,12915377
-0,112229322 0,9111299
-3,123885999 0,00308606
-2,485337848 0,0166401

ln[o2]
ln[n2]
1/T

-6,60365509 3,18151884
-1,1105225 0,7610232
7227,46639 289,401201

-2,075629732 0,04354599
-1,459249211 0,15129204
24,97386452 2,1442E-28

Inferior 95% Superior 95%Inferior 95,0%Superior 95,0%
-6,064381107 46,1345989 -6,06438111 46,1345989
-1,170234773 1,04663295 -1,17023477 1,04663295
-1,683733229 -0,36416022 -1,68373323 -0,36416022
-1,568188782 -0,16470437 -1,56818878 -0,16470437
-13,00772025 -0,19958993 -13,0077203 -0,19958993
-2,642382717 0,42133772 -2,64238272 0,42133772
6644,931996 7810,00079
6644,932 7810,00079

Figure E-1 Statistical analysis of the regression model proposed

Figure E-2 shows the experimental data with the standard uncertainty estimated with the
regression model. Then, the standard uncertainty of the data reported by Peschke and
Spadaccini (1985) is
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Figure E-2 Ignition delay time vs temperature
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